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Jak vyřešit všechny naše problémy, Jared Taylor – The
Unz Review

unz.com/jtaylor/how-to-solve-all-our-problems

Sdílejte s Gabem

Odkaz na video
Kredit náhledu: Kreditní obrázek: © Thomas Eisenhuth/DPA/ZUMA
Wire
Toto video je dostupné na Rumble , BitChute a Odysee .
Žijeme ve znepokojivé době. Dylan Mulvaney [ 0:00 – 0:03 1:18 – 1:31
] Twerkování na autech [ 0:00 – 0:13 ] Útok středoškoláků [ 0:03 – 0:21
] Imigrace [ 2:05 – 2: 13 ] Zástupce námořnictva [ 0:00 – 0:23 ] Rozbij a
popadni [[ 0:20 – 0:31 ]] Mezirasová reklama [ 0:26 – 0:39 ]
Dovolte mi přidat jiný rozměr. Jak uvedl Wall Street Journal , „Amerika
ustupuje od hodnot, které ji kdysi definovaly“. List informoval o tom, jak
se postoje změnily za pouhých 25 let.

Jak vidíte, v roce 1998 bylo vlastenectví „velmi důležité“ pro 70 procent
Američanů. V roce 2019 to bylo jen něco málo přes 60 procent a pak
letos kleslo na 38 procent.

https://www.unz.com/jtaylor/how-to-solve-all-our-problems/
https://gab.com/compose?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unz.com%2Fjtaylor%2Fhow-to-solve-all-our-problems%2F&text=How%20to%20Solve%20All%20Our%20Problems%2C%20by%20Jared%20Taylor%20-%20The%20Unz%20Review%0A
https://rumble.com/embed/v2jneak/
https://rumble.com/v2m8trs-how-to-solve-all-our-problems.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YS1ORLUKoa95/
https://odysee.com/HowToSolve:8df7d6fb903722ae2bbdd76a1249191558f04265
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TALTibOdE0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HVmSX472fY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QV8yb3_T51g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khZxJyvM3DQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HooyuHQf0j4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGqumYIVgT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joJb3ebHY9k&t=716s
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/1-600x338.jpg
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V roce 1998 téměř 60 procent Američanů uvedlo, že „mít děti“ je velmi
důležité. Nyní to není ani polovina tohoto čísla. Klesá i význam
náboženství. Jediné, čeho si v tomto průzkumu Američané cenili více
než dříve, jsou peníze.
Toto jsou historická data z Pew Research o procentu Američanů, kteří
„důvěřují vládě, že udělá to, co je správné, téměř vždy nebo po většinu
času. Na začátku 60. let to bylo 75 procent.

V 80. letech za Ronalda Reagana došlo k vzestupu a po útocích z 9.
na 11. došlo ke křeči přes hranici 50 procent, a pak to kleslo.
Federálům nevěří ani 25 procent Američanů.
Možná to má něco společného s tím, jak naši vládci utrácejí peníze,
které nemají. Zde je celkový federální dluh jako procento hrubého
domácího produktu. Nyní je to 120 procent celkové roční produkce
země.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/4-600x255.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/5-600x161.jpg
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A zde je graf, kolik federální vláda platí na úrocích každé čtvrtletí.
Poslední čtvrtletí: 213 miliard dolarů. To je 213 miliard dolarů z vaší
kapsy, která nic nekoupila.

Thomas Jefferson si myslel, že je nemorální osedlávat budoucí
generace dnešním dluhem, a to je přesně to, co děláme.
Možná to pomůže vysvětlit, proč jsou Američané tak pesimističtí
ohledně budoucnosti.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/6-600x260.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/7-600x311.jpg
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Podívejte se na spodní lištu. Sedmdesát osm procent Američanů si
myslí, že generace jejich dětí na tom bude hůř než jejich vlastní. Ještě
před 20 lety si to myslelo jen 42 procent.
Jeden poslední bod: Když New York City stavělo metro, počínaje
začátkem 20. století, umístilo do stanic toalety. Teď jsou zavření.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/8-600x415.jpg
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Kdyby nebyly, žili by v nich lidé – znásilňovali a vraždili by v nich. Něco
se muselo změnit.
Jak by to všechno vysvětlili naši vládci – nebo něco z toho? Už je
slyším. „Jsou to složité, mnohostranné jevy, ale čerpáme z nesmírné
síly naší úžasné rozmanitosti a budujeme novou, soucitnou Ameriku,
ve které jsou všichni ceněni.
Nikdy by neřekli: „Tato země umírá“, ale to se děje.
Všechny tyto věci mají něco společného: patologický individualismus.
Neschopnost – nebo odmítnutí – přemýšlet nad rámec úzkých
osobních zájmů.
Je zřejmé, že útoky smeč a chňapnutí nebo skákání na auta lidí je
brutálně asociální, dokonce psychopatické, ale černoši k tomu směřují
už desítky let. Něco jiného znamená, když národ jako celek přestane
chtít mít děti a během jediné generace se stane mnohem méně
vlasteneckým.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/9-attrib-450x600.jpg
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Společnost potřebuje děti, aby mohla pokračovat.
A národ nepřežije bez určité úrovně loajality občanů. Povinnost platí
oběma směry: Vláda se musí o lidi alespoň zdát. Je těžké respektovat
vládu, která na každé dítě od chvíle, kdy se narodí, naloží veřejný dluh
více než 93 000 dolarů. Když je vláda plná chamtivých, narcistických
lidí, proč by měli být občané jiní?
V roce 1961 prezident John Kennedy ve svém inauguračním projevu
řekl: „Američané: Neptejte se, co může vaše země udělat pro vás –
ptejte se, co můžete udělat pro svou zemi.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/10-415x600.jpg
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Dokážete si představit, že by to řekl Joe Biden? Lidé by vyprskli
smíchy.
To byla jiná Amerika.
Zlepšil se od té doby byť jen jeden společenský trend? Napadá vás i
jeden? Vlastně můžu. Spotřeba cigaret na hlavu je asi čtvrtina toho, co
byla v roce 1960.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/11-600x450.jpg
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Něco dalšího?
Jak tedy opravit celou zemi? Jak dáváte lidem loajalitu mimo ně
samotné? Jak léčíte patologický individualismus?
Za prvé, uznejte, že rasová rozmanitost je mor. Lidé nevěří lidem, kteří
jsou jiní. Robert Putnam z Harvardu je známý tím, že kvantifikuje, do
jaké míry rozmanitost zabíjí důvěru.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/12-461x600.jpg
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Rozmanitost může dosáhnout bodu, kdy lidé nevěří ani lidem své
vlastní rasy.

Bylo hroznou chybou opustit původní myšlenku Spojených států jako
země pro bílé lidi.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/13-600x322.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/14-600x283.jpg
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V roce 1960 tvořili běloši téměř 90 procent populace. Byla to
společnost s vysokou důvěrou. Nikdo by si nepředstavoval scény, které
jste viděli na začátku tohoto videa. Nyní je podíl bílých na 60
procentech. Žije zde sto třicet milionů nebílých. Bylo by nemožné je
přesvědčit, aby odešli.
Jediným lékem na diverzitu je proto odpoutanost. Pokud by Američané
měli stálé komunity lidí jako oni, měli by alespoň místní loajalitu a
připoutanost.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/15-600x492.jpg
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Věděli by, že jejich děti vyrostou a budou žít mezi lidmi jako oni, kterým
mohou věřit. Rozdělení ve velkém by nebylo snadné, ale je to jediný
lék na rozmanitost.
Lidé se samozřejmě neustále oddělují. Je to instinktivní. Podívejte se
na čtvrti, kluby, grilování na dvorku.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/16-600x369.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/17-600x414.jpg
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Když mají lidé na výběr, chtějí homogenitu. Naše země musí uznat, že
je to přirozené, normální a zdravé. Místo toho vláda neustále tlačí lidi
dohromady. To se nezmění, dokud to nezmění bílí lidé, kterých je stále
většina. Bílí lidé musí pochopit, že rasa je ústředním prvkem identity
nebílých. Musí být také ústředním bodem naší identity.

Kreditní obrázek: © Tayfun Salci/ZUMA Press Wire

Rasová loajalita léčí patologický individualismus. Rasově uvědomělí
běloši milují své evropské dědictví, biologické i kulturní. Vědí, že pouze
bílí mohou nést toto dědictví vpřed.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/18-zuma-600x400.jpg
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Kredit: isogood, CC BY-SA 4.0 , prostřednictvím Wikimedia Commons
To vyžaduje nové generace bílých rodin a bílých dětí. Znamená to
naučit děti respektovat minulost a budovat budoucnost. Znamená to žít
pro něco většího, než jsi ty sám.
To vše mění.
Zdravá společnost je postavena na rodinách. Chápou, že muži a ženy
jsou odlišní. Uvědomují si, že děti potřebují otce a matku, kteří
zůstanou spolu. Celá struktura společnosti – vzorce námluv, sexuální
morálka, povaha práce, zákony o manželství, daňový systém – vše je
nastaveno tak, aby podporovalo rodiny.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/19-attrib-600x401.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
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Žádná společnost, která si cení rodiny, neoslavuje homosexuály.

Kreditní obrázek: © Cris Faga/ZUMA Press Wire

Lidé, jejichž reprodukční energie je zaměřena na jejich vlastní pohlaví,
jsou biologickými slepými uličkami. Nejsou vzory. Většina si
pravděpodobně nezvolila být tímto způsobem, stejně jako neslyšící lidé

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/20-600x400.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/21-zuma-600x400.jpg
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se rozhodnou být hluší. Nepronásledujeme neslyšící, ale ani
nelemujeme ulice, abychom fandili na průvodu „hluchých hrdosti“.
Žádná zdravá společnost nepodporuje změny pohlaví. To je další slepá
ulička. [ 0:47 – 1:16 ]
Když jsou muži a ženy loajální ke svým lidem a společnosti, kterou
budují, pracují na zlepšení společnosti, ale i lidí samotných.
Dnes Spojené státy propagují všechny špatné věci. To proto, že se
oficiálně zavázala k rovnosti.

Kreditní obrázek: © Michael Brochstein/ZUMA Wire

Rovnost je nemožná a snažit se o to, aby si lidé byli rovni,
nevyhnutelně znamená stahovat dolů ty nejlepší a podporovat ty
nejhorší.
Americké nutkání k rovnosti začalo rasou, myšlenkou, že černí a bílí
jsou si rovni a jsou zaměnitelní.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9CTs1NsZRI
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/22-zuma-cropped-600x207.jpg
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To zjevně není pravda a veškeré úsilí o to, aby si byli rovni, selhalo.
Navzdory tomuto neúspěchu se touha po rovnosti rozšířila. Všechny
kultury jsou si rovny, žádné náboženství není lepší než jiné. Dokonce i
pohlaví jsou rovnocenná a zaměnitelná. Nyní máme věřit, že je zdravé
a krásné být tlustý a že je špatné obdivovat krásu a nechat se
odpuzovat ošklivostí. [ Lizzo na jevišti ] Všechny rozdíly jsou tak
nedůležité a povrchní, že mohu oznámit, že jsem dnes žena, a trvat na
tom, aby se mnou jednalo.
Společnost posedlá rovností je posedlá neúspěchem. Ne trestat nebo
zlepšovat lidi, kteří selhali, ale trestat společnost za to, že je údajně
přiměla k selhání. Žádná osoba – pokud to není běloch – není nikdy
zodpovědná za selhání. Každý poražený, deviant a zločinec je obětí
bílého muže a čím více způsobů, jak se můžete prohlásit za oběť –
nebílý, queer, transsexuál, přistěhovalec, nemluvící anglicky – tím
cennější jste a tím více požadavky, které můžete klást.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/23-600x403.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9CTs1NsZRI
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Kreditní obrázek: © Rodrigo Sura/EFE přes ZUMA Press

Proto je dnes největší ctností soucit se všemi těmito takzvanými
oběťmi. Samozřejmě je to falešná ctnost, protože to nepřináší žádné
osobní náklady.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/24-zuma-600x400.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/25-zuma-600x407.jpg
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Kreditní obrázek: © Charles Mcquillan/PA Wire přes ZUMA Press

Vše, co musíte udělat, je dělat povyk nad neúspěchy a propagovat
způsoby, jak vzít peníze úspěšným lidem a dát je neúspěchům.
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
Představte si společnost, která ctí odvahu, integritu, čestnost, věrnost v
manželství, věrnost zásadám, povinnost k rodině a národu.

Kdy někdy slyšíte někoho chválit tyto věci?
Národ rasově uvědomělých bílých, kterým záleželo na budoucnosti
jejich lidu, by si vážil skutečné ctnosti. Byla by to šťastná společnost
hrdých lidí, kteří se těšili na budoucnost. Oslavovalo by to úspěch, ne
neúspěch. Chtělo by to hledat důvody pro obdiv, ne pro soucit.
Uvědomil by si, že v poslání společnosti číslo jedna podporovat rodiny
si některé rodiny zaslouží více povzbuzení než jiné.

https://www.unz.com/subscribe/?domain=jtaylor
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/26-470x600.jpg
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Dědičnost je důležitá a zdravý národ chce, aby budoucí generace byly
vždy lepší, nejen morálně, psychologicky a duchovně, ale i biologicky.
To vše by mohlo platit o zdravé společnosti jakékoli rasy, ale v
multirasové společnosti to není možné.

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/27.jpg
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/28-zuma-600x382.jpg
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Kreditní obrázek: © Stephen Shaver/ZUMA Wire

Je to možné pouze ve společnosti společného cíle. Rozmanitost bude
vždy nepřítelem jednoty a společného cíle.
Po čem samozřejmě volám, je revoluce ve způsobu, jakým přemýšlíme
o společnosti a našem místě v ní, ale byla by to mírová revoluce.
Vyžaduje pouze, aby dostatek lidí pochopilo, že směřujeme ke
katastrofě, a byli ochotni s tím něco udělat.

Kreditní obrázek: © Fer Capdepon Arroyo/Pacific Press
prostřednictvím ZUMA Press Wire

Nechtěl byste raději žít v lepší zemi? Nechcete svým dětem zanechat
lepší zemi? To se nestane, pokud nevybudujeme tu lepší zemi.
(Opětovně publikováno z American Renaissance se svolením autora
nebo zástupce)
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
 
• Kategorie: Kultura/Společnost , Ideologie • Štítky:
Černoši , Rozmanitost , Politická korektnost , Bílí
Američané 
Skrýt 256 komentářů Zanechat komentář
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Komentující ignorovat ... sledovatEndorsed Only
Oříznout komentáře?

1. Tyrone Shoozeříká:
5. května 2023 v 23:39 GMT • před 12,4 dny • 100 slov ↑   

Představte si společnost, která ctí odvahu, integritu, čestnost, věrnost v
manželství, věrnost zásadám, povinnost k rodině a národu.

i

Dovedu si představit jen Maďarsko nebo Rusko; jinak bych řekl, že
není žádná naděje. Konec se blíží a planeta bude bez nás v
pořádku…

2. Tallest Skilříká:

Jak vyřešit všechny naše problémy

Tři slova. Vyhladit. The. ____.

•  Souhlasím:Adolf Smith
Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
Thread Hide Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Tyrone+Shooze
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Tallest+Skil
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Adolf+Smith
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3. Lemmy Tellyuhříká:
6. května 2023 v 3:13 GMT • před 12,2 dny • 300 slov ↑   
Jsem zoufalý.

Merritless Garfinkel vesele zaútočí na Proud Boys (nebezpečné
patrioty, jejichž nebezpečné zasvěcení znamená pojmenovat 5
obilovin) a nechá Antifu zuřit. Zdá se, že nenávidí rodiče,
heterosexuály a církve. Zdá se, že jeho politika a posedlost
Jansixem ničí zemi.

Mám podezření, že historie k němu nebude laskavá.

Meanwhile, the Right whines about all the shite it lets happen. It’s
filled with RINOs and cowards and mcconnells-grahams-romneys.
It follows laws, procedures, and traditions that render it impotent.

Republicans also hold endless “Thank you for that question,
Senator!” do-nothing hearings. They seem to think their job is to
point out problems, not solve them.

Mainstream media is thoroughly corrupt and Left-leaning.

Dorkass Mayorkas floods the country with foreigners, ensuring
America’s demise.

We wage war with Russia because Zionazis hate it being re-
Christianized.

Only Jews are allowed to have a state of their own, with nukes and
walls to keep out foreigners.

Only Jews cannot be criticized for anything. Ever.

Criminals today are not jailed, just truth-tellers like Assange.

Trump will not be allowed a second term.

CRT has enstupidated generations of students. Harvard grads
actually believe that…

…men are women;

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lemmy+Tellyuh
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…diversity is everyone looking different but thinking alike;

…free speech is poisonous;

…straight men are toxic;

…America is horrible; and

…blacks would be just like Whites save for racism.

So what’s the point of voting?

“It won’t happen unless we build that better country.”

Whatever needed to be done to stop the USA from going over the
cliff, devolving into fallen Rome, should have happened decades
ago. It’s too late now. We’re in the Weimar Period, on the decline.

The center cannot hold.

• Agree: Marshall Dillon, Pastit, HT, Johnny LeBlanc
• Thanks: follyofwar, mark green
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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4. Franz says:
May 6, 2023 at 3:18 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
FIRST — Follow Wilmot Robinson’s advice and form Ethnostates.
Be gradual. Be discreet. Start with gated neighborhoods that are
ALREADY white. When you get the trailer parks to do the same,
you’re moving in the right direction. Create affordable housing for
young whites where none is available.

TWO — Once you’ve got enough Ethnostates of the European
variety, you’re gonna need political clout. Just like Jews tax
themselves for things like the ADL, we’re going to tax ourselves for
the same sort of thing including infiltrating political parties — * all *
— and maintaining media empires and publishing houses and
education establishments. If they * can * do it, we * must * do it.

To be like us, full time, we have to be like them, in the time it takes
to win.

• Replies: @RJ Macready
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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5. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
May 6, 2023 at 5:06 am GMT • 12.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
When Tucker got fired, I stopped watching Fox…save for Gutfeld’s
show. Now I’m done with him, too.

Why?

Because tonight he had on loudmouth racist yenta Brooke
Goldstein. She was allowed to wear a politically-themed tee that
said #EndJewHatred. At first I thought, great: Jews are finally
going to stop shit-stirring!

But no. It’s yet another grift to get people to stop hating Jews
(despite their own constant spreading of venom.)

“[A]anti-Semitism is the oldest hatred in the world…” ~ Bari Weiss

https://www.endjewhatred.com/

So not only are Jews, in their own eyes, Chosen…they’re also are
victims of the earliest hate. No mention of hate existing before
Jews arrived on the scene. No mention either of why Jews get
hated on. Or the causes of 109 expulsions. Also, no mention of
Zionism’s many crimes.

So now EJH will be added to SPLC, ADL, Snopes, ACLU, AIPAC,
and other Tribe-focused entities that won’t allow any criticism of
Jews.

Whites need to unite and stop hatred of Whites. Why don’t they?
Why do they always turn cheeks? Why are they so meek, instead
of proud? Why do they whimper that it’s only “okay” to be white”?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lemmy+Tellyuh
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6. meamjojo says:
May 6, 2023 at 7:16 am GMT • 12.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Dwelling in the past, nostalgia, isn’t going to fix today’s world. That
was a different time with much less people and different
sensibilities. It’s gone and it’s not coming back. You can’t cram
Pandora back in her box.

White, black, yellow, red, green – we all have the same body parts
under the color of the skin. The problems arise from the brains. As
George Carlin stated:

“Think of how stupid the average person is, and realize half of
them are stupider than that.”

People on the left side of the IQ curve should not be allowed to
vote, write or comment on the net. In fact, if the sub-average
babies were culled at or around birth, we would achieve a superior
society.

Eventually, this world will be one with no national borders, where
everyone speaks the same language and where everyone will be
approximately the same color due to intermarriage. Hopefully, this
will occur in conjunction with some method of requiring people to
achieve a minimum IQ level before being allowed to procreate and
a general overall reduction in world population by at least 50%.

• LOL: Eric Novak, Joe Paluka
• Replies: @Realist, @RVIDXR, @Anonymous
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7. May 6, 2023 at 7:52 am GMT • 12.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
JT: “How do you cure pathological individualism?”

JT:“Instead, the government is constantly pushing people
together.”

Observation: These two statements directly contradict one
another.

The writer opposes “pathological individualism”, and yet, at the
exact same time opposes “the government constantly pushing
people together.”?

Question: Isn’t the government’s “pushing people together” its
attempt to eradicate “pathological individualism” and enforce the
idea that everybody is the same, and “equal”?

Conclusion: This writer yet again proves that he is a hopelessly
confused, dare I say it, _individual_.!

I say: “Live Free Or Die” Mr Taylor:

“Regards” onebornfree
 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/

• Agree: Bro43rd
• Thanks: Gvaltar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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8. Ivan Danko says:

Restoring freedom of association is a good start.

• Agree: Bro43rd, Gvaltar, Zarathustra
• Replies: @Hang All Text Drivers
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9. Anonymous[167] • Disclaimer says:
May 6, 2023 at 12:38 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor

…the Berbers of north Africa when they were invited by the Spanish Jews to
cross the nine-mile strip of water at Gibraltar and possess themselves of the
Christian kingdom. The plot was discovered, and the Jews sternly punished. A
second attempt, however, was successful at a moment when the Visigoth
monarchy was perishing of its own follies. “It remains a fact,” says the Jewish
Encyclopedia, “that the Jews, either directly or through their correligionists in
Africa, encouraged the Mohammedans to conquer Spain.” In 709 the Arab
general Tarik led an army of Berbers, in which there were many African Jews,
across the straits. Defeating and slaying King Rodrigo, with the aid of Christian
traitors, at the great battle of Jerez de la Frontera, they carried death in all
directions through the peninsula. Wherever they went, the Jews threw open to
them the gate of the principal cities, so that in an incredibly short time the
Africans were masters of all Spain…

From Isabella of Spain: The Last Crusader by William Thomas Walsh (McBride &
Co., 1930), p. xvi

And, I might add, this is the very same group behind bringing
Africans to the New World. A group which primarily seeks to
subvert and bring disorder to the world and the natural order.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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10. May 6, 2023 at 2:38 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@onebornfree
Thank you for pointing out the contradiction generated by the
fantasy condition titled “pathological individualism”. The foundation
of righteous government and culture is individualism. Government
should only exist to protect the individual against the mob. My
rights as an individual stop where your begin, your rights stop
where mine begin. A righteous and moral culture teaches Biblical
principles and obedience to the ten commandments. Read them
….. which one is impossible to obey? Torah is not Jewish …..
Judaism tossed it after the excile, the word of any rabbi
supersedes the Word of God. Christianity tossed Torah only in the
last two centuries by teaching “grace” without obedience ….. a
deadly “once saved always saved” doctrine. Our Messiah was
wholly spiritual …. not political. Best I can do as a mortal man.
living in a political world, is to be a “libertarian” living life by Biblical
principles, saved by grace, evidenced by my love of God because I
obey and teach Torah. All of organized religion is wrong. Our
Messiah said that the path and the gates is narrow and few will find
it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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11. May 6, 2023 at 2:44 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@onebornfree
Thank you for pointing out the contradiction generated by the
fantasy condition titled “pathological individualism”. The foundation
of righteous government and culture is individualism. Government
should only exist to protect the individual against the mob. My
rights as an individual stop where your begin, your rights stop
where mine begin. A righteous and moral culture teaches Biblical
principles and obedience to the ten commandments. Read them
….. which one is impossible to obey? Torah is not Jewish …..
Judaism tossed it after the excile, the word of any rabbi
supersedes the Word of God. Christianity tossed Torah only in the
last two centuries by teaching “grace” without obedience ….. a
deadly “once saved always saved” doctrine. Our Messiah was
wholly spiritual …. not political. Best I can do as a mortal man.
living in a political world, is to be a “libertarian” living life by Biblical
principles, saved by grace, evidenced by my love of God because I
obey and teach Torah.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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12. Patrick in SC says:

@Lemmy Tellyuh

…America is horrible; and

It is now.

The government and its enablers in particular.
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13. ontoiran says:
May 6, 2023 at 5:46 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
it seems to me that only secession will save us and it’s inevitable
anyway. we have to completely divorce ourselves from the freaks,
losers, drug addicts, and leeches. we have to repudiate them
completely; refuse to be held responsible for their misery and get
on with building the God and family centered country we want. we
will not pay tribute to their government or defend their country and
we will not tolerate any of their degeneracy. you want to be gay?
tranny? live off of other people’s production? go live in THEIR
country; that’s not who we are.

• Agree: Gvaltar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

14. Realist says:
May 6, 2023 at 6:22 pm GMT • 11.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I agree with most of what you say…the problem is how to effect
the change. I don’t see a peaceful change coming. Our rapacious,
megalomaniacal overlords thrive on disruption of our society.

 The disparity in IQ, even among whites, is such that full suffrage
under democracy will not work.

 The discordance among our current population is impossible to
change peacefully.

A total meritocracy would be a better choice.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

15. Phibbs says:
“Peaceful revolution” my ass. Only a violent patriot revolution can
change things for the better.

• Agree: Realist
• Replies: @mocissepvis
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16. Mark G. says:
May 6, 2023 at 11:51 pm GMT • 11.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Nonwhites are certainly a problem. However, our main problem for
the last sixty years is that our governing white elites have
increasingly become predatory criminals themselves. They have
formed an alliance with crime prone minorities against the
productive citizens of this country.

Governments through most of history have been the enemy of the
productive segment of the population. They have been little more
than a band of robbers who have settled in one place to exploit the
local population on a continuing basis. The main exception has
been America and a few places in Europe under the influence of
Enlightenment era ideas. Here productive people were allowed to
keep what they produced, which encouraged economic growth that
resulted in a high standard of living. As America has moved away
from its founding ideas, it has given criminals both inside and
outside the government free reign to do what they want.

• Agree: Bro43rd, Gvaltar
• Replies: @Realist
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17. NorthGunner says:

Here’s the link to Rosenthal’s 1976 interview:

https://ia801509.us.archive.org/23/items/Preview_201702/The%20
Hidden%20Tyranny%20-
%20Harold%20Wallace%20Rosenthal.pages/QuickLook/Preview.p
df

NorthGunner – The Truth Is It’s OWN Defense!
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18. Franz says:
@meamjojo

Go ahead. Surprise me. Tell me it ISN’T the Jews.

OK. It was the white guy that let ’em in.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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19. Renard says:

@Tyrone Shooze
Taylor:

“It’s hard to respect a government that saddles every baby with more than
$93,000 of public debt the moment he’s born.”

Almost trivial, next to the half million or more each will be saddled
with to pay for reparations. They’ll be brainwashed into accepting
it, is my guess.

BtW, I supplied an explanation for all of this month’s ago. Which is
more accurate, my version or Jared’s:

https://www.unz.com/isteve/tales-from-the-2020s-the-d-c-
prosecutor-isnt-even-trying-much-anymore/#comment-5888822

• Thanks: HammerJack
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
20. Renard says:

@Lemmy Tellyuh

I suspect history will not be kind to him.

Depends on who writes the history, doesn’t it. “History” is being
rewritten already.
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21. Realist says:
@Mark G.

Nonwhites are certainly a problem. However, our main problem for the last sixty
years is that our governing white elites have increasingly become predatory
criminals themselves.

Exactly, and anti-white whites must be the first eliminated.
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22. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
May 7, 2023 at 12:17 pm GMT • 10.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
onebornfree said:

JT: “How do you cure pathological individualism?”
 JT: “…[T]he government is constantly pushing people together.”

Observation: These two statements directly contradict one another.

Not really.

Jared, cited pathological, not healthy individualism. The former is
naive, the kind of tomfoolery that thinks isolated snipers can defeat
the Red Army. That kind of thinking keeps Western men isolated
and easily defeated.

“No man is an island,” eh wot?

FACT: Individuals rarely raise barns of any size. Groups are
needed to build large enclosures.

Most businesses, colleges, communities, etc. are, by nature,
similarly communal enterprises, not the creations of lone hermits.

On the other hand, toxic governments can (and often do) push
individuals together when it finds them isolated. Just like
slavers/raiders targeted lone villages on coasts.

Ergo, freedom is a balance.

Individuals affiliated with “enough” like-minded others get
protection. And tend not to get bullied while retaining a goodly
amount of freedom.

On the other hand, random isolated individuals can be forced by
government/gangs to “unite”…and often have little freedom.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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23. Hulkamania says:
The USA is not a nation. It is also not a society that should
continue existing. Anyone who wants to “save America” or
anything like that is manifestly insane. The USA needs to be
destroyed, not propped up and “saved” so that it may continue its
centuries-long campaign of culture annihilation.

• Agree: Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. Anonymous[589] • Disclaimer says:
@Realist

Where are all the goddamn trannies in the US photo?

Are you being sarcastic? Those are trannies. Except for Stands,
who could be passable as female if she lost 100 pounds.

25. peterAUS says:
May 8, 2023 at 4:32 am GMT • 10.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

What I am calling for, of course, is a revolution in the way we think about society
and our place in it, but it would be a peaceful revolution.

Peaceful, a?

It requires only that enough people understand that we are heading for disaster
and be willing to do something about it.

Something. Somehow. Somewhen.
 Sounds as a plan.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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26. Hang All Text Drivers says:
May 8, 2023 at 4:32 am GMT • 10.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“”First, recognize that racial diversity is a plague. People don’t trust
people who are unlike themselves. Robert Putnam of Harvard is
famous for quantifying just how much diversity kills trust.””

 —————————

The great evolutionary biologist william hamilton explained that 60
years ago. For obvious genetic reasons animals trust animals
related to themselves and distrust those they can see are not
relatives. Racism is instinctive and automatic. Without thinking
about it i know a black skinned person does not share genetic
heritage with me and i don’t want to be around him.

Diversity is a terrible horrible awful society-destroying idea and
that’s why china pays our leaders to support it.

• Troll: Hulkamania
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

27. Hang All Text Drivers says:
May 8, 2023 at 4:39 am GMT • 10.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ivan Danko
“”Restoring freedom of association is a good start.””

 ——————————————————————————-

Damn right. We have FOA in our private homes but for some
reason not in private businesses. You can refuse anyone entrance
to your home for any reason and the same principle should apply
to a business. It’s your money on the line there and i should be
allowed to put up a sign saying “due to theft, blacks are not
allowed in this store.”

• Replies: @Hulkamania
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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28. Pastit says:
May 8, 2023 at 4:57 am GMT • 10.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
Through the government, media, and Hollywood Whites have been
programmed to hate Whites while glorifying Jews and kneeling to
negroes. It has been a very successful endeavor and it is rapidly
eliminating White from White countries. In no other countries are
the native or dominant populations being diminished. Only in White
countries and you can thank the Jews for that.

• Agree: HammerJack
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Video Player
• Replies: @Thomasina
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30. Anon[153] • Disclaimer says:

How to solve all of our problems without addressing the primary
problem. Thanks again for NOTHING, Jared.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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31. RVIDXR says:
May 8, 2023 at 6:24 am GMT • 10.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@meamjojo

In fact, if the sub-average babies were culled at or around birth, we would
achieve a superior society.

This happened naturally before the industrial revolution, the child
survival rate was almost a coin flip back then, afterwards it became
virtually one hundred percent survival rate. It’ll correct itself
eventually when IQ drops low enough that maintaining modern
civilization becomes impossible. The only question is whether any
Whites will still be around in the west when that happens, I imagine
most will flee once things really start breaking down.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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32. Odyssey says:
@The Alarmist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kX9SmFBqfE Belorussia
soldiers (2 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hpNfoVTKxE Vietnam soldiers
(3 min)
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33. mocissepvis says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:19 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor

J-J-J-J-J-J-J….

Taylor can’t say it.

Jewred Taylor (he might not be one, but he sure the fark is their
bitch) can’t abide any language that isn’t “civil,” “polite,” or “non-
inflammatory.” This is why his AmRen site is perfectly useless.
Anybody who believes that discussion of our civilization’s enemies
and their depredations within our borders is worthy only of “polite
discourse” is at best a cowardly journalistic hack, or at worst a
traitor to his own people.

I pay Taylor’s scribblings minimal attention, mostly to continue to
verify that he’s really just another source of controlled opposition
press.

• Agree: Arminius1933
• Replies: @Michelle1046
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34. quasi_verbatim says:

May 8, 2023 at 7:22 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Word-salads, no matter how uplifting, are not the solution where
kinetic means lie close at hand and the human situation is ever
predisposed, hard-wired if you will, to use them.

In terms of WWI analogy, it is as if we have reached May 1918
without a shot being fired and the entire shooting-match is to be
condensed into the last few months.
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35. Dumbo says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:29 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Taylor speaks only about Black vs White.

What about the millions of Latinos and Latinas, many of whom are
marrying with whites.

What about the n***r-f****g white whores having mulatto babies.

What about the white men marrying Asians.

First America was the “melting pot” of “all the European races” (a
Jew said that), now it’s the “vibrant soup” of all races and
ethnicities.

Now, I do favor some sort of secession, I think it’s inevitable. But
even if Whites separate, I don’t see this fully working. “American” is
not a race, it’s not a culture, it’s not anything.

I’d say, let’s just scratch America as a failed Freemason
experiment, and let’s try to save European countries that still have
a remnant of their own peoples.

Ok, ok, perhaps some subsets of America can be saved and
divided into different countries (Dixie, Amish Country, Mexifornia),
but I doubt it.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dumbo
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36. Franz says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:34 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

And, I might add, this is the very same group behind bringing Africans to the New
World.

This guy is helping the invaders in.

Christians simply never learned how to defend themselves against
the real race killers.

http://historyreviewed.com/index.php/time-wise-a-jew-pretending-
to-be-white-knifing-whites-in-the-back-as-a-career/
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37. Anon[114] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:37 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
One of the classic sociological studies of all time was conducted by
Richard La Piere who went on a trip for 2 years across the U.S.
with a Chinese couple during a time when there was negative
sentiment toward Chinese in 1934. The Chinese couple were
never refused lodging in 66 hotels and never refused service in
184 restaurants. La Piere later sent a questionnaire to the same
hotels and asked if they would accept a Chinese customer. 90
percent of the hotels said “NO”.

So attitudes have little or nothing to do with actions. So I wouldn’t
give much credence to these studies.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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38. RJ Macready says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:42 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Franz
The only solution is a white ethnostate which can be created by a
false flag operation, because the reason to dissociate has also got
to be a major cause. If you simply decide to remove and start
afresh the Jewish worm will follow you there. At least with a false
flag you have a legit excuse. Take over a mid western state like
Maine or Colorado.

Other option is leave everything behind….your histories, the
magnificent buildings and bridges you built, and relocate en mass
to Russia and start again. This seems like a more logical solution.
You don’t even have to force others….the majority of left
sympathizers are brainwashed whites. Leave them behind.

Start with a bunch, you don’t need a lot, even a million humans
would do and have a restart.

• LOL: Son of a Jedi
• Replies: @RestiveUs
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39. Malcolm X says:

May 8, 2023 at 7:46 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If you pay me my reparations check, I will do you a favor and leave
the USA hellhole that white people built due to their high IQs and
Christian work ethics.

That is the only way I’m leaving. Other than that, I’m going to
accelerate the hell out of this bitch!

Watch yo back sucka!

CUT THE CHECK!!!

• LOL: Son of a Jedi
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40. Hulkamania says:
@Anonymous
To be fair, it is almost impossible to tell the difference between the
average fatmerican female and a tranny.

• LOL: TKK
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41. Anonymous[427] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 9:23 am GMT • 10.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
“First, recognize that racial diversity is a plague.”

 How so?
 Most likely, you are simply asssuming that your low IQ audience

will see “racial diversity” as “cultural diversity”.
 If they make that erroneous move, they can then point to the fact

that great cultural diversity, and especially cultural diversity as a
positive goal, really IS a plague.

 But they don’t get there without the initial error.

“It was a terrible mistake to abandon the original idea of the United
States as a land for white people.”

 You should have stopped at “United States”.
 You really have to be a historical moron to think that Thomas

Jefferson and Ben Franklin and the crew “conceived” of the US as
a land for white people.

 Obviously, the thought never entered their heads, since it was
simply A FACT.

 You sound like that 1619 “woman”.
 The ideas founding the US were great, and we should stick to

them even now.

“When they have a choice, people want homogeneity.”
 I guess you don’t read Aristotle much… figures.

 But since you don’t know, what he says is that:
 “All men by nature reach out to know.”

You are kind of like Al Sharpton.
 I think that neither of you should be persecuted by the government

for expressing dumb thoughts.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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42. Сергей Гончаров says:
That’s the crisis of capitalism which has no solution but socialism.
And this degradation is going on everywhere where capitalism
exists. It is a matter of degree but degradation is palpable across
the world.

• Troll: Achmed E. Newman
• Replies: @RJ Macready
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
43. Johnny LeBlanc says:

May 8, 2023 at 9:38 am GMT • 9.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The whole rotten edifice is about to collapse. The rot started in the
1960s with the hippies, feminism, faggots, and niggers. We are
living out the end game of that decade. There is no way out. The
only way forward is collapse and the dim hope for some sort of
renewal.

And Mr. Taylor? It’s the Jews that are at the root of all of these
problems. But there is no appetite to deal with them, so the
nation’s fate is sealed.

• Replies: @anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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44. anon[152] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 9:50 am GMT • 9.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
We would need volumes to address these problems, so to be brief.
The press was supposed to keep an eye on the government so the
people could pursue happiness. The governments primary
responsibility is to “secure” liberty. Repeal the Hart Cellar Act.
Repeal the 14th and 16th amendments. Bring the troops home,
ALL of them, and seal the border. Have a moratorium on ALL
immigration for the next 100 years, no exceptions, well, maybe one
or two. Systematically repatriate all illegal invaders until their
numbers are negligible, with severe penalties for nations that won’t
take their people back. The carrot and stick approach. Get rid of
the Federal Reserve. Ban dual citizens from serving in
government. Ban the exposition of adult themes toward children in
all media, with severe penalties for infractions. Reinstate the
House Unamerican activities commitee and purge academia and
the media of communists and subversives. Give the commitee
teeth. Start a truth and reconciliation commitee to get to the bottom
of the covid19 fiasco, empowered with the granting of amnesty and
persecutory abilities. These things are a start, but we must
remember that a republic consists of a moral people. You can’t be
a greedy internationalist and rely on the government for protection.
I’m sure I’ve left a few things out, but the coffee is ready.

• Agree: Mark G.
• Thanks: Achmed E. Newman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. Jeffrey A Freeman says:
What whites badly need is white solidarity.

And a real White Solidarity leader.

But it’s strictly prohibited by the mud people.

And of course by the Jew rats who nest here.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
46. brostoevsky says:

@Speermann
Even if the problems with the small hats are dealt with, it’s likely
that the white race is in such a decline it may not recover. The
cancer is spreading fast and it seems terminal.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
47. anonymous[152] • Disclaimer says:

@Lemmy Tellyuh
I agree. It’s too late for the United States now. Smart White men
need to get out while they still can.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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48. anonymous[386] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:59 am GMT • 9.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Taylor’s vision is a pipe dream. Too many White women are
useless to the White Cause. Generally speaking, White women
would rather shop til they drop than have children, and they are
often abusive to the children they do have. It’s the jews, but it’s
White women, too. They won’t develop a racial consciousness until
their own street is overrun by “diversity”. It’ll be too late by then.
White men need to jettison them and get out of the United States.
It’s a failed stated; it’s a conquered territory taken over by
((termites)) and by every incorrigible from around the world. If you
believe in it, or fight for it, you are a fool.

49. anonymous[204] • Disclaimer says:
@Johnny LeBlanc
Trying to save the United States just ensures jew power continues
indefinitely. Let it crash. A society that turns on its children and
founding peoples doesn’t deserve to survive.

• Replies: @Johnny LeBlanc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
50. RJ Macready says:

May 8, 2023 at 11:25 am GMT • 9.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
Sorry, capitalism is the finest system we have. Socialism/Marxism
is a mental disorder, and if I were in charge I would have these
people shot in public (including adorable grampa Bernie).

But for a system like capitalism to work well a high trust, honorable
people should exist. Where honor and integrity are values encoded
in the system and individual. Whites could have it. But like any
sphere of modern society they fuckd up.

Look at China. Capitalist, but does not allow it to interfere with
politics at any cost whatsoever.
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51. maskazer says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:26 am GMT • 9.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The author must realize that a diminishing sense of whiteness or
toughness among whites or certain lack of grandiose thinking
about the American history thereof isn’t what’s causing the US
decline right now. What’s causing America’s collapse is a direct
result of its own chosen selfish path to become the number one
maverick of Neoliberalism and finance capitalism. Privately owned
central banking system is not beneficial like it used to be in the
60’s. Today, the US system is too corrupt to even rescue it.
Therefore, there’s a urgent need to adopt to a new system without
the use of a privately owned elitist central banking.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

52. RJ Macready says:
@anonymous
Agree with the last bit but I won’t blame white women anymore
than I would blame human nature. All women are this way. They
must be controlled and kept under supervision. It applies to the
overall theme of this article- egalitarianism and equality will run you
aground.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
53. Hulkamania says:

@Hang All Text Drivers
Freedom of association for business would just result in all white
racists being banned from everything like they currently are from
social media, banking, etc. They would likely starve to death
because business owners and capital owners almost universally
view white racists as their enemies.

• Replies: @Hang All Text Drivers
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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54. Jeffrey A Freeman says:
9/11 was a symbolic preview of our future.

Total economic collapse and societal death.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

55. Anonymous[661] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:55 am GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
For beginners, I think Nation of Islam publications did a stellar job
researching and writing their book about Jewish control of the
transatlantic slave trade.

But why not cover every area of their malign influence–both
historical and contemporary–with credible research and
incorporate it into a book/course called Critical Jew Theory?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
56. Anonymous[309] • Disclaimer says:

@meamjojo
Some nostalgic objectivity from the nineties that was reality then
and frankly no different in the fifties.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ltrdNp_v2g

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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57. Hulkamania says:
@Dumbo
Taylor views hispanics as huwhite, just as he does with Jews.
That’s why he has mestizos like Nick Fuentes in Amren.

-Amren white nationalists: race is not just skin color.

-Also Amren white nationalists: race is just skin color. Light skinned
mestizos and Ashkenazi Jews are white.

• Replies: @Dr.Pepper
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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58. Anon[394] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 12:05 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
Jared asserts that the US has declined into selfishness and he is
right. However, this was by deliberate choice. Minding your own
business,avoiding troublesome situations and looking out for
oneself has been foisted on a population as a matter of pure
survival.

Consider, you are a licensed conceal carry and you see two thugs
(almost always black) beating up a Policeman. Intervene and kill
one or both and the DA will string you up by your balls.

In a perverted sense you cannot blame the criminals. Society has
allowed them to avoid the consequences of their actions. The
same applies to twerking, jumping on cars, drag queen story time
and demands for slave reparations etc etc. Non western countries
with larger black/ diverse populations do not have these issues. Kill
a Policeman in most non western countries means the criminal
never makes it to court. He is shot dead “resisting arrest”. Burning,
looting etc on the part of the idle members of society is usually met
with ultra violence from the Government.

Blacks go on and on with Whites about reparations. In the latest,
black leaders in California assert the latest $1.2 M per Dindoo is
not enough. It should be $200 M each. The crowd of darkie
attendees scream in ignorant delight without having a clue as to
where the money is coming from. We listen to them patiently
instead of shutting down the conversation and telling them to fuck
off.

How come we dont hear this same refrain directed at African
countries, Middle East countries, the Caribbean especially Cuba
and Brazil which imported 4M slaves versus the 400K in the US.

The answer is simple. In those countries, the Government would
apply a very heavy hand to the back of your head followed by the
hospital yard, the police yard or the graveyard ! WE, put up with it
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and so the kiddies, like kiddies everywhere ramp up their
misbehaviour !

There is no hope for the US unless a Dictator comes along and
and puts an end to this deteriorating situation with draconian
ruthlessness, rioters shot down, drag queens to maximum security
prisons (housed in the black cell blocks) , criminals executed,
border jumpers kneecapped, illegals rounded up and shoved back
over the Mexican border, blacks back to Africa, the homeless and
drug addicted parcelled off to work camps etc. Our problems would
be fixed in quick time. Dreams are free of course and this will
never happen without 1000 congressional hearings lasting for the
next hundred years, that is, if we make it that long.

In the meantime, a person anticipating the coming collapse would
do well to divest of all assets, place the money offshore, save
every cent and have a bug out bag, ready to flee the inevitable
chaos.

Katrinka and Roatan Bill have already seen the light and split the
program. Instead of waiting and hoping for a miracle, the prudent
would do well to follow their example.

• Replies: @Malcolm X
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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59. May 8, 2023 at 12:55 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Tallest Skil
Tallest Skil says:

 May 6, 2023 at 3:06 am GMT • 2.4 days ago ↑
 How to Solve All Our Problems

Three words. Exterminate. The. ____.

• Agree: Adolf Smith

Since Jared Taylor doesn’t know how to spell to save his life, I’ll
spell it out for him: IT’S THE JEWS, STUPID.

And the truth be known, if ( or God forbid, when) the Jews extirpate
the white race, they won’t stop there: the admirable societies of the
Asia/ Pacific Rim are next in line for the Jewish Cultural Marxist
poison of “DIEversity” .
You see the problem with Katie kes is not what they want; what
Jews want – racial and cultural exclusivity and continuity ( as they
practice in Israel , for example) – is actually healthy and decent .
The problem with the Jews is that they seek to deny everyone else
what they want for themselves alone.

 And that’s just too damn bad. Because if they require that white
European nations and their genotype disappear in order to further
their own tribe, I’d rather see every single last one of the 15-16
million of them still stinking up this planet go straight back to Hell
and join their father Satan before that happens.

DEATH TO ISRAEL.

Amfreeparty.us

Newnation.org

Cnionline.org

Occidentalobserver.net

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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60. Johnny LeBlanc says:
@anonymous
I am hoping the “debt ceiling” negotiations fail, and the collapse
really gets underway.

Let’s get this party started.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
61. mocissepvis says:

May 8, 2023 at 1:07 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Phibbs

“Peaceful revolution” my ass. Only a violent patriot revolution can change things
for the better.

Yes. Unfortunately, an apparent majority of “Anerican patriots”
refuses to admit that their millions of guns and trillions of rounds of
ammunition are to be used for anything other than target practice.
Dare suggest to them that the enemies of liberty are going to be
stopped by nothing less than the use of lots of lead on lots of
actual humans, and they get the vapors and melt down. If THAT’S
the attitude of the “patriot majority,” then this country is already and
truly farked.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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62. Arthur MacBride says:
May 8, 2023 at 1:11 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

All it takes is enough people who care

Correct.
 So, in the west, where are they ?

Patriarch Kirill has congratulated VVP and by extension Russian
forces for combating antiChrist, also known as the gay disco west.

Where are the corresponding moral authorities in the west ?
 Are they all tuned in to pornhub ?

 Or collecting more donations for Israel ?
 Checking out their tax-exempt status ?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

63. May 8, 2023 at 1:11 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If you lived in a country in which the vast majority of citizens held
the same beliefs in traditional values and actually lived by those
beliefs, I think many problems disappear.

Instead, we live in a profligate society that enables destructive
ideology. If we were forced to deal with the consequences of our
actions, rational thought would return and we would see a
reversion to the mean.

Nothing will change because of wishful thinking.

Follow the money is the best axiom ever……when we stop
spending money we don’t have, things will change. This is
inevitable – the only question is whether it occurs gradually or
quickly and whether it is accompanied by violence when those who
live off the productive stop getting their dole.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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64. HT says:
May 8, 2023 at 1:24 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I hate to say it but Taylor in spite of his good work of the past is just
out of touch with reality. He has his meetings with a lot of talk but
posters can’t even mention the real problem of Jew influence in
America on A/R. Why start a new country if you can’t admit the
reasons the old one was destroyed? There would be no Jews or
blacks allowed in my new country.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

65. Michelle1046 says:
May 8, 2023 at 1:26 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@mocissepvis
Jared Taylor speaks eloquently and calmly, and does not resort to
profanity. Profanity weakens your argument and makes you seem
like a short-tempered brute with low impulse control.

If you spend any time in the comments on AmRen, you’ll know that
the entire community is aware of the role Jews play in
disempowering White nations. Taylor himself does not share this
opinion, but even if you disagree with him on some points, his
overall message is one of White advocacy. Someone who agrees
with me 90% of the time is much more of an ally than someone
who agrees with me 0% of the time.

The various pro-White communities around the internet need to
rally around a basic common cause, namely the protection and
preservation of White people and interests. Discarding one of the
strongest voices as “controlled opposition” because they don’t
mimic your exact position on every issue is something I would
expect an anti-White to do.

• Thanks: TKK
• Replies: @HT, @RockaBoatus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. HT says:
May 8, 2023 at 1:34 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Taylor sees Whites as they were in 1950. He has not come to the
realization that the jew establishment has so thoroughly destroyed
our White Christian culture that most Whites today have zero
interest in White identity or establishing a new White country. They
have been subjected to 60 years of jew created social conditioning
and the infusion of self hatred from media, academia and
Hollywood all run by jews. They are conditioned to be compliant as
their race is systematically eliminated. First there is much work to
be done removing the jew tuberculosis from our country before
anything else can be done to convince Whites that a multi-race
country cannot work.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

67. littlereddot says:
@RJ Macready
Both Socialism/Marxism and Capitalism are tools for betterment of
society. Why restrict oneself to one or the other?

68. Malcolm X says:
@Anon

The crowd of darkie attendees scream in ignorant delight without having a clue
as to where the money is coming from.

It’s coming from your pockets, sucka!
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69. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 8, 2023 at 2:00 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RJ Macready
“Sorry, capitalism is the finest system we have” This should be in
past tense. Once upon time slavery was the finest system there is.
But time passed and it outlived its usefulness and became the
brake on human development. Capitalism plainly had outlived its
usefulness. All this talk about wonderful people quality is just that.
Capitalism when new and virile did produce outstanding
personalities and was progressive but once it developed, aged and
turned into imperialism it stopped being progressive and started
actually causing all sorts of things the author doe snot like. In its
foundation capitalism just like previous systems had antagonistic
conflicts and problems that cannot be solved within this system.
The next logical step is obviously socialism which worked well
even when there was no experience and especially under
extremely high pressure with capitalistic surrounding trying
everything to destroy it. Regarding China it is not exactly pure
capitalistic example and we all know how Chinese miracle came to
be. It is USA made. And in any case I would not want to be
working proletariat in China. Capitalism had stopped long time ago
to resolve problems of its own making and only creates more and
more and it started having degenerative impact upon everything
form ecosystems to humans.
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70. HT says:
May 8, 2023 at 2:04 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Michelle1046
There is something not right on AmRen. There is some strange
moderation there now that makes me think there is a rat hiding in
the cellar. A post was removed that compared blacks in our large
cities to a plague of locusts, destroying and then moving on to their
next target of destruction. I no longer have confidence in the
comments section there with new moderation policies like that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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71. Francis Miville says:
May 8, 2023 at 2:12 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
It is not a problem of rabid anti-white racism, any more than it was
a problem of wacko anti-capitalism during the 1960-70’s. It was
then and it is now a problem of Jewish supremacism. The anti-
capitalist folly during the 1960-70’s seemed on the verge of killing
America as a free enterprise country to turn it in some kind of
richer, better organized Eastern Bloc country with bureaucrats and
lawyers taking the place of all businessmen. That’s not what
happened. Jewish interests needed the return in force of business
mentality to proceed to the final phase of their take-over so as to
crash down most revenues of work through the action of the laws
of market and the constant threat of outsourcing.

 What the Jews did from 1945 to 1980 was to partially ruin the
anglo-saxon and other non-jewish business and cower the rest into
perfect obedience to Israel as the new pole of attraction for world
money. Once it had become clear the business world was far more
subdued to Zionism as a way of thought than the workers and
intellectuals had become then under the sway of a less and less
jewish-friendly communist nomenklatura in the East, and were also
realizing the evident fact that the capitalist system they fought was
actually Jewry first and foremost, most Jews in the world swapped
ideological allegiance and pronounced their farewell to the
proletariat.

The present-day anti-white movement doesn’t aim at destroying all
whites, it aims at destroying a certain number of them for the
example, as was done with so many businesses in the 1960-70’s,
and at subduing the rest into greater and greater obedience to
Jewish racism as the model to emulate to be a good white : that is
what Jared Taylor has always been pushing for. The point of
inflexion which is now reached is when the Blacks’ hatred for dead
white male supremacism extends to Jews as the deadliest type of
whites for their ambitions in life. Ye is a good forewarning example.
Ye was bribed into silence but more and more will raise their voices
if only to bribed as richly. At that point the only White supremacists
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extant will be Jareds, of the kind that recommend the imitation of
Israel and the adoration of Jews as the pioneers of White racism in
history. Make no mistake about it, if there is a future for white
supremacism in the US it is that kind alone, as a reflected glory of
Zionism. Watch out for the advent of a Ronald Reagan of White
supremacy, though a white supremacy more akin to White
supremacy in White minority countries such as Brazil and Mexico,
where Whites do enjoy an impregnable superior position provided
they act at the bidding of Jewish international commerce. Jews
very often sow chaos to govern better and faster but never
promote their chaos-incarnating proteges for long, they rather
discard them as soon as their utility time has passed and they
sound the back to normal trumpet call. Even the Protocols are very
clear about that : when the Messianic times start for real a new
moral order is restored demanding far more constraints than the
one they seemed to want to abolish through chaos. Black
supremacist wokism is about to suffer the same fate as the late
great Communist Parties of Western Europe : useful idiots having
sowed useful chaos for the time needed with no pension nor
reward than the final timely purge.

White supremacism (“first the Jew, then the Aryan” to paraphrase
Saint Paul) will be based on the sense of thrift and perpetually
deferred pleasure on the background of established ecology
chastising all overconsumption of ressources as a sin, and there is
no chance for Blacks to win any point at that new blame game.

White supremacism in history was always a reflected supremacism
of the Jewish Talmudic (the Talmud alone was the first treatise
assimilating Ham the accursed son of Noah to the ancestor of all
Blacks : they first started convincing Arab Muslims during the
Islamic Golden Age of Andalucia) one : before the advent of Jews
Europeans indulged in other kinds of supremacism than colour-
defined. In ancient times courage rather than cunning and
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refinement of intellect was the primordial trait of superiority and it
was pretty clear that whole whiter than white ethnic groups did not
have it.

• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
72. HT says:

@littlereddot

Both Socialism/Marxism and Capitalism are tools for betterment of society.

Godless jew Marxism is the greatest evil known to mankind. Only
Hitler among world leaders understood that and we killed him while
allowing the Marxists to destroy us from within.

• Agree: Arminius1933, Truth Vigilante
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
73. Kak says:

May 8, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 9.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Tyrone Shooze
>honors courage, integrity, honesty, faithfulness in marriage,
loyalty to principles, duty to family

 >Russia and Hungary
 With high pornstars per capita, high abortion rate per capita, high

marriage failure rate, high drug addiction rates, high AIDS rate,
high STD rates, well known prostitute nations, bigly WHORE
CULTURE of the women I think you’re 100% correct chief.

• Replies: @Odyssey
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74. Max Touchstone says:
@Lemmy Tellyuh
To update Kipling: by the time the Saxon learned to hate, he had
been educated to hate himself.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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75. Kak says:

@Jeffrey A Freeman
Seeing how whites hate each other, who will the leader be?
Jewish?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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76. Anon[228] • Disclaimer says:

@Francis Miville
Are you retarded? All whiter-than-white ethnic groups had courage.
Unless you’re talking about the Russian elves, who were never
white.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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77. Kak says:

@RJ Macready
In western culture, the real western culture that first truly formed in
ancient Athens. Women were not allowed to leave the house
without a male chaperone. Sound familiar?
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78. Thomasina says:
@Priss Factor
“Based on your English language scores, I don’t think your
students could read the newspaper, sir.”

That guy has balls to say that! Good on him for speaking the truth.
Need to see more of this.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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79. May 8, 2023 at 3:44 pm GMT • 9.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

As Jared poignantly asks – How do you cure pathological
individualism?

 That is the crux of our problem, if we work together then nothing is
impossible as history clearly shows.

 Let’s spend less energy on finger pointing and more on mutual
edification and real world solutions.

 That is what will attract the disenfranchised masses and turn the
ship around.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
80. CSFurious says:

People are tribal by nature. It really is that simple.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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81. Adolph Hiller says:
May 8, 2023 at 4:03 pm GMT • 9.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
We fought the wrong enemy in WW2,we should have allied with
Germany. At least our communities would still be white if the
Germans won WW2.

At a Germanamerican myself,I wish that m
 my Vaterland will one day rise up,conquer Europe,and invade

Northamerica to free us from nonwhites.

I would rather America being a puppet of the Fourth Reich than a
multicultural hrllhole.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

82. USA1943 says:
@The Alarmist
They need to raise the physical standards, this makes the USA’s
military look like a joke. I am not confident USA can beat Russia
and/or China in a Ground War NOW

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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83. Mark Matis says:

@Anonymous
The current group, however, yearn for the “good old days” of their
Messiahs – Lenin and Stalin. Not all of them, of course, but a
significant majority of them across the West – 70-75%. The rest
MIGHT be decent human beings.
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84. May 8, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 9.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Jews are just the servants of Satan, just like Churchians whose
religion is self-absorbed piety. There’s enough blame here, so we
can spread it around liberally. For instance, most of this grew
under our watch if you’re anywhere my age – we believed the
bullshit and propaganda and even when we might have had some
doubts, STFU was pretty much our modus operandi.

 So now what?
 Studying history – both secular and biblical – each wave of cultural

and societal apostasy runs its course, disintegrates and then
rebuilds from a remnant which is always there…..even now. That is
very clear from biblical history.

 I could go on and on …but here is a starting point for those big
picture analysts – https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2023/05/who-
are-daservants-of-satan-does-it.html?m=0 – and if you follow the
links enclosed on this subject, you should have a fair grasp of what
I’ve been learning for 15-20 years. We’re simply living what has
historically happened before time and time again….why? Because
Christ’s Church has been deceived and redirected from its
mission…..which is NOT a secret in the Bible……but you hardly
hear it from DaPulpit or in DaPews.

 And just like any other task….keep repeating until we get it right!
 Carry on!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

85. Realist says:
@Anonymous
I am not being sarcastic; I can not tell if they are trannies, and
neither can you for sure.
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86. bert33 says:
cost of living got stupid so people quit having kids. not rocket
surgery…

• Replies: @HT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
87. To salvage Western Civilization, the best thing that ever happened,

it will be necessary to exterminate all jews and mischlings as soon
as possible. The nigger problem can only be resolved more slowly
as there are so many of them. They must be extinguished via
mass sterilization.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

88. brostoevsky says:
May 8, 2023 at 5:48 pm GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
To some degree you’re right unfortunately. For that dating and
marriage in the West is beyond effed. However, many non-western
women have fallen for the Instagram materialism as well. Even
here in Moscow, Russia many young women are shallow and
materialistic as well. The cancer is simply spreading more slowly.
Choose your future spouse carefully if you don’t already have one.
I havey own little shit tests and criteria to weed out the riffraff. Haha

• Agree: HdC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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89. Anon[174] • Disclaimer says:

@Сергей Гончаров
Did you mix-up capitalism and socialism?

• Replies: @Сергей Гончаров
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90. Realist says:
@Anonymous
This photo of female South Dakota Army National Guard members
was taken in 2015; none are trannies.

https://www.army.mil/article/149384/women_soldiers_take_on_une
xpected_roles
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91. HT says:

May 8, 2023 at 6:07 pm GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@bert33

cost of living got stupid so people quit having kids. not rocket surgery…

Bigger factors IMO were the jew manufactured “sexual revolution”
combined with the advent of birth control options. Of course all that
was in conjunction with jewry using the media and courts to
destroy our Christian culture and family structure. Many people,
instead of getting married and having kids, remained single for the
purpose of pursuing pleasure instead of a family. And you can
throw the jew porn industry on top of that.
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92. Anymike says:
May 8, 2023 at 6:08 pm GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
The Democrats have the right to win all very close elections. Two
of them were “stolen” from them in this century, 2000 and 2016,
and they came perilously close to losing another one in 2020. You
can’t fault them for being traumatized, can you?

Then there was losing their permanent majority in Congress in
1994. For them, a permanent majority in the House and Senate
was the natural order of things. If they don’t have a permanent
majority in Congress and don’t win all very close elections, it’s not
democracy. People just need to understand that.

Losing is one thing. People can deal with it. When the natural order
of life fails, that’s another. Don’t forget the permanent liberal
majority on the Supreme Court either.

• Replies: @Truth Vigilante
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93. ricpic says:

May 8, 2023 at 6:25 pm GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It’s easy to mock Jared Taylor. But at least he’s proposed a
solution: separation. If we accept the fact that much of the United
States is gone, that still leaves a sizable area that could be
retreived for whites because it is still overwhelmingly white: The
Dakotas, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho and Eastern Oregon/Eastern
Washington. There is already a serious movement pushing for the
incorporation of Eastern Oregon/Eastern Washington into Greater
Idaho. Why not a high plains mountain west nation? Would the
politics to make that happen be difficult? Yes. But not
insurmountable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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94. anon[488] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:08 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
The 1’st thing 2 do with N E ‘so-called article’ on (((Unz))) is search
the word ‘jew’, & as usual U will C it doesn’t appear even once in
the ‘official’ post, only in the comments. We’re not that stupid, Ron.
The only way 2 fix things is 2 get rid of jews. That will solve about
80% of the world’s problems, literally, & everybody knows it.
Doesn’t matter how many people ‘care’ as long as jews R around,
because (4 example) over 80 million people ‘cared’ enough 2 vote
4 TRUMP (who has lots of flaws, but not as evil as O’Biden) & the
jews just steal the election through fraud, same way they do for
Gavin Newsom or N E other ((($hill))). I am a white ‘Californian’ &
everybody hates Newsom, pretty much. U can clearly C it from the
ratio if instagram comments, 4 instance, meanwhile no matter what
the jews who run things pretend we ‘want’ him, or (((Fein$tein))) &
other trash ~> https://justpaste.it/92sgt

 It’s E Z 2 C the function of ‘unz.com’ is 2 throw up various ‘red
herring arguments’ 2 pretend nothing is ever jew’s fault, & ‘market
test’ 2 C if ‘Those Stupid Goy Beasts’ will fall 4 it. It’s not really
about sharing facts or exposing the truth, but just more
(((Propaganda))) = like ‘If you silly goy just cared more U would not
have child genital mutilation forced on them’, as if our ‘opinions’ or
‘actions’ matter at all so long as jews are around. The only
solution, as always, is to get rid of the jews. Everybody knows this.
Their funciton in the universe is 2 inject themselves into nations
like a cancer 2 ruin things so they can steal the wreckage easier.
It’s just how they’re wired & U can’t ‘reason’ them out of it same
way U can’t convince a shark 2 go vegetarian =))

• Agree: Arminius1933
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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95. Drapetomaniac says:
@Tyrone Shooze
Imagine a society where people don’t consider other people and
their property to be theirs and everyone elses.
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96. Charles Pewitt says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:49 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Thomas Jefferson thought it was immoral to saddle future
generations with today’s debt, and that’s exactly what we are
doing.

  
I say:

The evil and demonic Baby Boomers have violently attacked future
generations by sinking a claw hammer of stolen demand from the
future into the skulls of all Americans born after 1965.

The Baby Boomer psycho killer debt swindlers chased down
innocent future generations of Americans and they have violently
claw hammered in the head future generations by loading up
everything and everybody and every entity in the USA with
unpayable debt.

The current asset bubbles in stocks, bonds and real estate that the
Baby Boomers have greedily and avariciously fed upon has been
created by the debt-based monetary policy extremism of the
privately-controlled Federal Reserve Bank. Debt electronically
conjured up out of thin air!

Debt Is Demand Stolen From The Future!

The Baby Boomers said “after me, the debt deluge” and they piled
debt on top of debt on top of debt.

These innocent little lamb students were walking around like little
cute puppies and these evil and immoral Baby Boomers sunk the
claw hammer of student loan debt right into the skull of these
wonderful student loan people.

How Could You!

Gretchen Thornberry says HOW DARE YOU!

Tweets from 2014 and 2015:
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@GregMooreNH @WSJ Demography Is Destiny. The tax-sucking baby boomer
swindlers have stolen demand from the future via gov't debt.#nhpolitics

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) January 29, 2015

The baby boomers deliberately attacked future generations by building up
unpayable government debt. Student loans=$1 Trillion #nhpolitics

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) September 30, 2014

• Replies: @Brad Anbro
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97. anonymous[391] • Disclaimer says:

@Tyrone Shooze
NOT a word/ one word one reference one citation about the
architects of CRT/Multidiversity/Anti White Christian agenda..
JEWS..Low Intensity Civil War II headed by AG/DOJ Garland.
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98. Charles Pewitt says:
May 8, 2023 at 7:59 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Attention All Young White Core Americans:

White Americans born before the year 1965 have been bought off
by high asset prices to keep their greedy mouths shut about the
nation-wrecking mass immigration invasion going on in the USA.
Monetary policy has created a series of asset bubbles that satiate
the greed of the Geezer Mammonite Whites while immigration
policy has been used to keep wages low and housing prices high.

Honest historians will look back on the period before Civil War II
and marvel at the Greedy White Geezer treasonites born before
1965 who allowed their civilization to be flooded with non-
European foreigners.

This current asset bubble will pop soon. It might have started to
pop 5 minutes ago.

The Baby Boomer bastards are just as bad in Europe as they are
in the United States. You can call those Baby Boomer rats in
Europe 68ers or anything else you like.

Financialization was the drug used to weaken the natural defense
mechanism of European Christian nation-states. The bought off
scum born before 1965 just stood there and did nothing while non-
Europeans poured into their countries. Those born before 1965
have been bought off with massive amounts of unpayable debt and
multiple asset bubbles.

It is imperative that young White people not only refuse to pay this
Odious Debt, but that they also begin removing large numbers of
non-Europeans from their countries.

Why do you think the evil shyster slobs at the globalized central
banks have kept interest rates so low for so long? They have done
so because the interest costs on government debt would have
crowded out most other spending. The monetary extremism from
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the globalized central banks inflated asset bubbles in stocks and
bonds and real estate and that mostly benefited the globalizer
plutocrats and the top ten percent loot holders and the White
Upper Middle Class Snot Brats and the greedy White scum born
before 1965.

Financialization and mass immigration-induced multiculturalism are
direct attacks on European Christian nation-states. It is time to
bang it out bravely against the evil rats who are using debt and
mass immigration as weapons to destroy us.

EVIL GLOBALIZER GEEZER BOY TREASONITE JOE BIDEN in
2015:

“By 2017, those of us of European stock will be an absolute
minority… that’s a good thing.”

  
Tweets from 2014 and 2015:

HILLARY, OBAMA, BIDEN & DEMOCRATS PUSH NATION-WRECKING MASS
IMMIGRATION https://t.co/ViowOMIvu0 #nhpolitics #iacaucus #UKIP
#immigration

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) June 30, 2015

Biden: Immigration Must Be ‘Constant, Unrelenting’ for Economy
https://t.co/0CB9Z7OKIM Biden Pushes Mass #Immigration #nhpolitics #UKIP

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) February 25, 2015
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99. RockaBoatus says:
May 8, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Michelle1046
Thank you for your comments. It needs to be said repeatedly
because on this website and many others there exists racially
conscious Whites who simply can’t understand such an obvious
principle.

I too have criticized Mr. Taylor because he’s tight-lipped on the JQ.
Still, he does much that is good for our people. There are many
newly converted Whites to race realism who are not yet ready for
some of the more advanced truths, such as the JQ, the origins of
WW2, criticism of the Holocaust narrative, etc. We must be patient
with them and also thankful that Taylor’s website informs them
about the realities of race and White identity.

The American Renaissance website provides quality articles and
resources. It’s a good website to point the newly converted or
‘normies’ to which doesn’t have some of the troubling optics or in-
depth articles that other sites might have.

We forget that the JQ is both a complex and highly controversial
subject that takes time to really digest and understand. Some
racially aware Whites never quite ‘get it,’ while for others it’s above
their intellectual acumen.

• Replies: @ELF Nation
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100. Mike Tre says:
May 8, 2023 at 8:09 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
“Most (homosexuals) probably didn’t choose to be that way, any
more than deaf people choose to be deaf. We don’t persecute deaf
people, but we don’t line the streets to cheer on a “deaf pride”
parade, either. ”

It is a fallacy to suggest that homosexuality is an inherent trait and
or disability, such as deafness. Especially when the suggestion
comes from a Christian who’s god utterly condemns the practice of
homosexuality. Why would that god create homosexuals? So that
he can instantly condemn them? Nonsense.

Homosexuality is the cyclical pattern of grooming, manipulating,
and brainwashing conducted by adult homosexuals on young,
impressionable, terrified, and often troubled teenagers. Those
teenagers then grow up to repeat the process.

Deaf adults don’t try to groom non deaf children into becoming
deaf. The comparison is absurd.

“We don’t persecute deaf people, but we don’t line the streets to
cheer on a “deaf pride” parade, either.”

The author doesn’t seem to understand that by excusing
homosexuality as “not their choice” is exactly what has led to them
having homosexual pride parades. And they are not parades. They
are shows of force.

• Agree: RockaBoatus
• Replies: @RockaBoatus, @Joe Paluka
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101. RockaBoatus says:
May 8, 2023 at 8:14 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Many of us know that Jared Taylor has been down-right weak on
the JQ. He’s been ruthlessly criticized for it, and rightly so. I too
have criticized Mr. Taylor because he’s been tight-lipped on the JQ.
Still, he does much that is good for our people. There are many
newly converted Whites to race realism who are not yet ready for
some of the more advanced truths, such as the JQ, the origins of
WW2, criticism of the Holocaust narrative, etc. We must be patient
with them and also thankful that Taylor’s website informs them
about the realities of race and White identity.

The American Renaissance website provides quality articles and
resources. It’s a good website to point the newly converted or
‘normies’ to which doesn’t have some of the troubling optics or in-
depth articles that other sites might have.

We forget that the JQ is both a complex and highly controversial
subject that takes time to really digest and understand. Some
racially aware Whites never quite ‘get it,’ while for others it’s above
their intellectual acumen. We need to also remember the power of
propaganda, and how every one of us has been fed for decades a
Jewish ‘narrative’ that paints them as eternal victims of “racist
whites.” This is hard for many people to break through. Human
nature is weak and inclined to always take the easy way out of any
difficulty.

To view JT as merely “controlled opposition” is, in my view, wrong.
It smacks of purity spiraling all the way, and it negates the good
that he does for our cause in waking up our people to racial
realities.

• Agree: HT
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102. May 8, 2023 at 9:15 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Jared Taylor,

In arguing your case it would be better to use another phrase
instead of “pathological individualism” to describe what is wrong
with many whites.

Individualism is not pathological.  Individualism is generally good
and the better whites know that it is good.  You just repel them with
talk of pathological individualism.  The other pro-white websites I
know of besides AmRen – The Occidental Observer and Vdare –
make the same mistake.

Regarding demographics and race, it is in my self-interest – my
individual, even narrow if you want to say that, self-interest – to live
in the sort of society that America once was.  People denounce
this attitude with the epithet “selfish.”  And so it is, in the sense of
rational egoism.  Of course you know what I’m talking about: 
Rand’s sense of the word, though I think she made a mistake
propaganda-wise trying to focus on one of the understood
meanings of the word.  Whatever, if “selfish” is an insult, own the
insult and reply “If not wanting to be surrounded by asians and
blacks is selfish, then yes, I am selfish.”  Or, “If this be selfish,
make the most of it.”

If you want to use the word “pathological” to describe the problem
that many whites have, consider “pathological altruism.”  Or
perhaps better, simply “altruism,” because altruism in its original
meaning (going back to Auguste Comte) is indeed pathological. 
Comte defined altruism as: the placing of others above the self, of
their interests above one’s own.  That is quoting the undergraduate
thesis  Altruism: A Natural Thought History of an Idea  on Wellesly
College’s website, of all places.

Since I like to advertise my own website, Rand herself was asleep
at the switch when it came to immigration, see  Ayn Rand on
Immigration.  Still, I think her advocacy of a benevolent egoism is

https://repository.wellesley.edu/object/ir503
http://ariwatch.com/AynRandOnImmigration.htm
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the solution to the problem addressed in your article, not – for
goodness’ sakes – “patholigical individualism.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

103. Hoyeru23 says:
another incredibly stupid, dishonest, and ridiculous UNZ “article”

 Not a single word about the CorporationS who together with the
government are fleecing the dumb Americans but according to the
writer, it’s all about the blacks. UNZ isn’t even worth glancing at or
even wasting time commenting.

• Replies: @Zarathustra
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104. anon[201] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 9:50 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 1,100 Words   ↑
First, a few disclaimers:

(1) I dislike most Blacks, despise Black “culture,” wish segregation
were the law. I regret the Black slavery that darkened America’s
past. Slavery is evil. But I regret more the problem that Black
slavery gave us Blacks.

(2)(a) I am an atheist. I regret using the term “atheist,” because the
usage may imply that “God,” god, or gods possess socio-
psychological or any other attribute(s) that beg my being “against”
“God,” god, or gods.

(2)(b) I oppose all religions. Religion is one of the great banes of
humanity and all of Earth’s other living things — even the Earth,
itself.

(2)(c) My atheism and anti-religion perspectives are pertinent to my
positions concerning homosexuality and race-relations — positions
that manifest sundry ways in my comment that follows immediately
below. My positions do not derive from Biblical bullshit or any
religious or religion’s doctrines, dogma, premises of “faith,” beliefs,
myths, or anything else of religion, particular religions, or any of the
psychic or intellectual defects that explain religion or religions or
religious humans’ psyches or perspectives or the sicknesses of
them.

Now my comment:

Mr. Taylor’s article is marred by more than few false fact-
assertions, pertinent fact-omissions, fallacies, false premises, and
bullshit pseudo-philosophy/pseudo-psychology.

Example:

People whose reproductive energy is directed towards [sic] their own sex are
biological dead ends. They are not role models. Most probably didn’t choose
to be that way, any more than deaf people choose to be deaf.
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Homosexuality is a symptom of character neurosis or
characterological weakness. Faggots and dykes are not born
sexual deviants. No one has proved the existence of a “gay gene.”

[MORE]
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105. cook all the problems and serve them to her
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106. Agent76 says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:03 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Coming to a school district near you?

Apr 27, 2023 Why are pornographic novels being distributed in
elementary schools in the Durham District?

An elementary school-age child is forbidden by law from buying a
pornographic magazine at the corner store, yet such material is
readily available at the school library. Whatever happened to age
appropriateness?

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/POwNA_y_eyg

“Destroy the family, destroy society” Vladimir Lenin

Jan 14, 2012 Feminism Was Created To Destabilize Society, Tax
Women and set up the NWO – Aaron Russo

Hollywood producer, filmmaker, activist and truth seeker Aaron
Russo reveals some of the REAL reasons for feminism which was
funded and pushed by the Rockefellers and the CIA for very
nefarious reasons, which includes being part of their central
banking worldwide takeover to help set up the New World Order

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Agent76
https://youtu.be/POwNA_y_eyg
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/zCpjmvaIgNA

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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107. eah says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:17 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
>All it takes is enough people who care

This seems pollyanna-ish to me — as if America still resembles a
Norman Rockwell painting — anyway, I think the situation is a
little more complicated and dire than that.

In many of his weekly talks (you can catch some of them on the
24/7 stream), William Luther Pierce used to emphasize what a
huge problem the media was, especially Jewish control of the
media — I was reminded of that when I saw this Las Vegas Sun
editorial, which I would characterize as obsequiously statist, and
full of vitriolic absurdity (if I was the kind who used the term, and
knew what it meant today, I would even call it anti-American):

Proud Boys’ leaders did not escape justice, and nor should
Trump

The Las Vegas Sun is controlled by the Greenspun Media
Group, whose principal is Brian Greenspun — he’s a Jew.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

108. Sheeeeeiiit

King Richard III of England

1482: 2023: pic.twitter.com/iHBoMUgivx

— End Wokeness (@EndWokeness) May 7, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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109. Gorgonzolia says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:23 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Americans pessimistic about nation’s future, more positive about
past | Pew Research Center

 https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/24/americans-
take-a-dim-view-of-the-nations-future-look-more-positively-at-the-
past/

Half in U.S. Say They Are Worse Off Than in the Past. The writing
is on the wall, and in the polls.

Many USians are leaving the sinking, war mongering, hustling
business enterprise that masquerades as a ‘country’.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

110. Johnny LeBlanc says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:25 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The problem is too big to be solved. There is no political will to do
so. Get out of cities and find a hidey-hole. Network with others in
similar circumstances. Stay away from people advocating violence,
they are more than likely Fed provocateurs. TPTB want us to lash
out; don’t give them the satisfaction. Take care of you and your
own, and hope for the best.

Not much of a strategy, I know, but without political leadership and
organization, it is all one can do.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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111. Charles Pewitt says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:25 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
JT WON’T MENTION THE JQ?

What’s a Unz Review commenter to do?

Taylors thick as ham in VA?

What a day!

Did the Taylor people live up by Tickle Cunt Creek?

Did the colonial Virginia Prewitts and the similarly situated Taylors
meet?

What a week, and yet it’s only Monday!

JQ everywhere, except everywhere properly explained.

What is the JQ?

What is the Jew Question?

When people warble on about something called the “JQ” it is all
very vague and hush hush sounding.

This “JQ” thing sounds like it could be a type of hamburger
sandwich that Trump might serve to his Jew billionaire donors
when they barge into Mar-a-Lago with their incessant demands for
this or that. Maybe the Jew billionaire donors make Trump go to
them for cash exchanges and consultations.

Trump: You guys want the JQ burger?

Jew billionaire donors: Do we get onion rings with the JQ burger?

Trump: Anything for you guys! How about cole slaw and some ice
cream afterwards?

Jew billionaire donors: Iced tea and cookies wouldn’t be so shabby
also!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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Trump: Coming right up! I still ain’t gonna campaign on dropping a
nuclear bomb on Iran though!

Jew billionaire donors: We’ll negotiate on the nuclear bomb
dropping on Iran issue.

The JEW QUESTION explained:

Jews form a nation within a nation everywhere they reside.
Can Jews ever be considered to be part of the larger nation in
which they reside when they are genetically and culturally
predisposed to put the interests of the Jew Nation over and
above the interests of the larger nations in which they reside?

 
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

112. Dr.Pepper says:
@Hulkamania
Nick Fuentes is pro-White at least. Jews are White for the most
part but Jewish influence is anti-White.

113. raga10 says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:40 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Both Socialism/Marxism and Capitalism are tools for betterment of society. Why
restrict oneself to one or the other?

Because unfortunately they are mutually exclusive, although there
is a form of compromise: social democracy, in the sense that was
practiced by Scandinavian countries at least until recently. But to
be clear, that is not socialism – that’s just capitalism, restrained.

And just a reminder: anyone calling Biden (or any American
politician, for that matter) ‘communist’ is an idiot who is using that
word as a slur, devoid of any actual meaning.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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114. Dr.Pepper says:
@Dumbo
Many Hispanics are White. White Hispanics tend to not be anti-
White, I’ve no problem with them.

Blacks are dangerous and peaking in relevance. I believe Unzers
should follow Jared’s lead and focus more on Blacks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
115. Joe Wong says:

@Tallest Skil

How to Solve All Our Problems
 All it takes is enough people who care

The genuine answer is “all it takes is the Americans mind their own
business. Close all the military bases overseas, and Yankees go
home.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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116. anon[303] • Disclaimer says:
May 8, 2023 at 10:52 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@onebornfree
People are actually going to allow this bad faith argument to
stand?

The government pushes different RACES and CULTURES
together that have no business being together. They would not
bond naturally so the US government (and kosher democracies
across the western world) forces black and brown diversity on the
rest of us. Can you comprehend this sentence, because you
appear to be a light-switch thinker on nearly every issue. I’m sure
you’ll go on about “freedom” and “small government” and how
more freedom and less government is always 100% a good thing
every single time.

Such thinking is not only useless to any kind of white/nationalist
cause, it’s easier than pie for Jewish organizations to co-opt. Can’t
wait to see you championing “freedom” surrounded by an army of
3rd world people. Better make sure you lock your car and hide all
the valuables before heading off to the march. Might want to travel
in pairs to. Freedom without safety is easy to find.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
117. Hulkamania says:

@Dr.Pepper
Ashkenazi Jews are west Asian for the most part, not really white.
Unless you consider Lebanese and Syrians to be white?

• Replies: @Dr.Pepper
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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118. Zane says:
There is no way that this destruction of US society is not
deliberate.

Hmmm. It’s almost as if there is a certain minority orchestrating
this anti-white agenda.

But it’s probably only a conspiracy theory.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

119. Anon[303] • Disclaimer says:
I’ll keep it simple:

• LOL: Arminius1933
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

120. Joe Paluka says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:24 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
“One hundred thirty million non-whites live here. It would be
impossible to persuade them to leave.”

In recent history, we’ve seen millions of people moved for various
regions, but primarily to keep the peace. After WW2, millions of
Germans were removed from the Volga Basin and Eastern Europe
to the nation of Germany. Around the same time, East and West
Pakistan were separated from India and millions of Hindus were
moved to India. In the US, by simply removing welfare and
properly enforcing laws that make it illegal to hire illegals, 50
million would simply leave and go back to their own countries. By
removing the sugar that attracts ants to the picnic, they will remove
themselves. As for 40 million blacks, they would be more of a
problem, but they could be removed also but this would take
military action. Brazil would gladly take 40 million more units of
diversity to add to their richness. lol

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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121. Dr. Robert Morgan says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:34 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
Jared Taylor: “The American compulsion for equality started with
race, the idea that blacks and white are equal and
interchangeable.”

The idea is as old as America itself. For example, of the original
thirteen states, five granted state citizenship and the vote to free
negroes.

This fact alone makes nonsense of all Taylor’s appeals to
collectivism and patriotism, because if we are patriotic and loyal to
the values of old-time white America, there’s nothing more typically
American and more typically white than this insane commitment to
racial equality. Even a cursory examination of American history will
show that white people collectively have consistently acted against
their own racial interest, and that being the case, the situation is
precisely the reverse of what Taylor depicts and bemoans, namely,
that there hasn’t been enough dissent from this collective
madness, not enough individualism. Whites need to be brought to
understand as individuals what their decline as a race means.
They need to be shaken out of their collective decision to commit
racial suicide.

What this amounts to then is Taylor attempting to restructure the
white collectivity in a way that he thinks would better serve its
interests. He thinks he knows what would be good for it better than
it does itself. He hopes to persuade whites to continue to exist as a
race when all of their actions testify to their desire to abolish their
race. It’s a quixotic project, and one, it would seem, with little
prospect of success.

Jared Tayor: “Heredity is important, and a healthy nation wants
future generations always to be better, not just morally,
psychologically, and spiritually, but biologically. All this could be
true of a healthy society of any race, but it’s not possible in a multi-
racial society.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dr.+Robert+Morgan
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This leaves no doubt that re-engineering white genetics to make
whites more ethnocentric and more receptive to ethnonationalism
would be high on Taylor’s list of racial “improvements” he’d like to
make. Of course, in the Jew, we already have an example of a
race that is both highly ethnocentric and ethnonationalist, so the
solution of hybridizing whites with Jews suggests itself. Indeed,
some people, including, as it happens, Jared “They-look-white-to-
me” Taylor himself, think that Jews already are part of the white
race. One wonders then how Taylor would propose this eugenic
“improvement” to white racial genetics be carried out. Does he
advocate stepping up rates of intermarriage between whites and
Jews? That would be the traditional way, though it would take
exponentially longer than more modern methods. It’s also hard to
see what difference, if any, there is between this method and
what’s already happening. Whites are already hybridizing their
race out of existence. Taylor’s program of eugenic “improvement”
would take this pre-existing genetic inclination and channel it;
intensify and speed it up.

Then we come to the question of eugenically improving the white
race “morally, psychologically, and spiritually”, and that’s where
things start to get a bit sticky. What sort of moral system would
serve a white/Jew hybrid best? It would have to be the same as
the Jews’, wouldn’t it? The white component would disappear, and
we’d have a race of white psychopaths. They’d be biological white
supremacists, just as we have the Jews today, who are commonly
derided as a race of psychopaths, Jewish supremacists, and “Zio-
nazis”.

Whites as they exist today would never go for this voluntarily, of
course. It wouldn’t seem Christian enough, and being a
psychopath probably would offend Jesus, so they’d have to be
forced. That’s just one of the many internal contradictions in such a
program of eugenic “improvements”, but as one of the greatest
white/Jew hybrids ever to live told us, if you want to make an
omelet, you’ll have to break some eggs!
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• Replies: @C.T.
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122. Charles Pewitt says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:35 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
In 1960, whites were nearly 90 percent of the population. It was a
high-trust society. No one would have imagined the scenes you
saw at the beginning of this video. Now, whites are down to 60
percent. One hundred thirty million non-whites live here. It would
be impossible to persuade them to leave.

  
I say:

Why bother with so-called persuasion when forcible deportation
and involuntary repatriation are the way to go.

In the USA, we are going to see the rise of a leader who will
combine the power of George Washington and the energy of
Andrew Jackson and the grim determination and invincibilty of
William the Conqueror.

This leader and the new political party called White Core America
will pledge to remove the foreigners and financially liquidate the
billionaires and remove from power the current controllers of the
mass corporate media.

In 1978, the population of the USA was 220 million people. It was a
good time in America, and the Los Angeles Dodgers, who lost to
the New York Yankees in the 1978 World Series, eventually beat
the Yankees in 1981, which was the year that the federal funds
rate hit 20 percent.

Debt Repudiations and DEBT JUBILEES and other debt
extinguishment will be used to remove the evil and immoral
JEW/WASP Ruling Class from power.

The treasonous Republican Party will be completely and totally
obliterated, and many if not most of the Republican Party ruling
class and bribers(donors) and politicians will be removed from the
USA.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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Citizenship revocations and mass deportations will be used to get
the population of the USA down from the current over 320 million
to 220 million people.

Young White Core Americans will be able to enjoy AFFORDABLE
FAMILY FORMATION and they will control the corporate
propaganda apparatus and the newly nationalized Federal
Reserve Bank.

Young White Core Americans are under attack from the Greedy
White Geezers who push mass legal immigration and mass illegal
immigration and these young White Core Americans are
undergoing a slow motion implosion of their future due to the
floodtide of foreigners who have been poured into the USA by
Biden and Trump and the JEW/WASP Ruling Class of the
American Empire.

Mass legal immigration and mass illegal immigration increases
housing costs, lowers wages, swamps schools, overwhelms
hospitals, destroys habitat for wildlife, causes urban and suburban
sprawl, creates multicultural mayhem and brings infectious
diseases and terrorism to the United States of America.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

123. Zane says:
Affirmative action has resulted in a large cohort of baboons being
lifted into positions of prominence. This is not a recipe for a
successful society. Agreed?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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124. Joe Paluka says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:47 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@onebornfree
In the past we had a society that encouraged individualism up to to
point, but we started discouraging it when it started to be a danger
to the safety of the well being of the majority of the population.
Boys were encouraged to play with their chemistry sets so that
they could develop constructive skills that might lead to successful
careers in the field of chemistry, adding to the human capital of the
country. Boys were not encouraged to learn chemistry so that they
could make bombs, poisons or anything that would be destructive
to public safety. Individualism was considered good when it
benefited the individual or society in a positive way, individualism
was considered bad when it contributed to the destruction of
society. In our society today, individualism is only encouraged
when it is self destructive to the individual (taking of drugs, sexual
perversion, tattoos and body mutilation) but is verboten when it
threatens the power structure (family values, conservative politics,
freedom of speech).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
125. Joe Paluka says:

@Realist
The ones in the bottom picture are trannies.

• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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126. Dr.Pepper says:
May 8, 2023 at 11:55 pm GMT • 9.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
Jewa are a good amount White European, more than they are
semetic. A good helping of Italian with a bit of Eastern European is
in many Jews.

 Jews do tend to identify more with that bit of non-White in them
though. They are taught not identify with Whites since childhood.

Northern Arabs have quite a bit of Iranian in them and I consider
pure Iranians White.

• Replies: @Hulkamania
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
127. C.T. says: • Website

@Dr. Robert Morgan

This fact alone makes nonsense of all Taylor’s appeals to collectivism and
patriotism…

Absolutely. See the red letters in my post subtitled “On Jared
Taylor’s cherries” (in a nutshell, Taylor has been consistently
dishonest).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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128. RockaBoatus says:

@Mike Tre
Thanks Mike, well said.

• Thanks: Mike Tre
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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129. Brad Anbro says:
@Charles Pewitt
I’ve got news for you, Sunshine! The “swindlers” have been around
for a lot longer than (we) baby boomers have. Try blaming
someone else, such as yourself.

Thank you.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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130. Joe Paluka says:
May 9, 2023 at 12:39 am GMT • 9.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Mike Tre
I agree with what you are saying, it seems that homosexuality is a
subculture where you are either in or out. Like secret societies,
they know other homosexuals by certain subtle body language
signs. They are always recruiting and looking for young boys to
molest so as to make an imprint on their psyches so as to confuse
them about their identities in later life. Most humans need to
belong to a group, to be around people who are in sync with them,
be it an ethnic group, hobby group, church group or sexual
orientation. The current, obsession with tattoos and piercings is
mainly by whites who desperately need to belong to something. I
know of a man who is covered with tattoos from head to foot with
hair that’s died three colors. He’s got to be up in his 40’s now and
is trying to reach out to talk to conventional people, but his bizarre
look turns away almost everyone except the most hardened or
others that are heavily tattooed. In a way, I kind of feel sorry for
him because underneath all the ugliness that he’s put on himself,
the real person underneath it all, has perhaps matured and is stuck
in a mask that he can’t remove.

• Replies: @Vito Klein
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131. Odyssey says:
May 9, 2023 at 12:44 am GMT • 9.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak
A circumcised Albanian Muslim knows where Western culture
originated and which Christianity is the right one and which is not,
and whether whites hate whites even though he is not white
himself, nor does he know where his roots are, nor does he has a
history, so he steals someone else’s, he does not know what flood
them accidentally kicked out to Europe (i.e. Serbia) to be an
Ottoman bashibozuk and narco dealer, like a football player who
defends a free kick in a living wall hides his (((dick))) with his fists
in order to present himself as a regular member of Western culture
(here he is afraid to say that the Albanians were Illyrians because
everyone would immediately see that he is an idiot) but he cannot
hide his incredible hatred for Russians and Serbs.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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132. Zarathustra says:

@Hoyeru23
Suggest better. I did reply to your question about war. Did you read
it?
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133. Kal Zakath says:
@The Alarmist
Hate the skirts.

If the aren’t mini they serve no purpose, and a dress would be
better.

The look stupid with the rest if the uniform.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
134. Hang All Text Drivers says:

May 9, 2023 at 1:28 am GMT • 9.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
“”Freedom of association for business would just result in all white
racists being banned from everything like they currently are from
social media, banking, etc. They would likely starve to death
because business owners and capital owners almost universally
view white racists as their enemies.””

 ———————————————————–

How would a business know a white customer is a racist?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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135. RestiveUs says:

@RJ Macready

Take over a mid western state like Maine or Colorado.

Dude…

• LOL: Vito Klein
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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136. Robert Dolan says:
@Dr.Pepper
jews are not white.

jews are anti-white.

jews ARE the problem.

137. Trinity says:
Maybe you should stop pussy footing around and identify the real
(((problem))), JT.

• Agree: Arminius1933
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

138. Kak says:
@Odyssey
Stop typing you misinformed gypo. You have zero clue about
anything, you serbs aren’t even from Europe. Genetics proves all.
Genetics was never on your side. Your culture is that of roaming
nomadism. You have no clue about religion, culture, philosophy,
history or genetics.
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139. Kak says:

@Robert Dolan
If Serbs are “white”, then Jews are super whites.
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140. littlereddot says:
May 9, 2023 at 2:51 am GMT • 9.2 days ago   ↑
@Tallest Skil

Three words. Exterminate. The. ____.

One word…..Humility

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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141. F4G says:

May 9, 2023 at 3:43 am GMT • 9.2 days ago   ↑
ctrl + F + Jew = 0 results in article.

call me crazy but I don’t think he’s really willing to solve all of our
problems.

• Thanks: Trinity
• Replies: @Arminius1933
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142. Hulkamania says:
May 9, 2023 at 3:55 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr.Pepper

Jewa are a good amount White European, more than they are semetic.

False. They are mostly west Asian, as numerous autosomal DNA
studies have shown. Do you believe that if a Syrian refugee knocks
up a German woman their kids would be white?

I consider pure Iranians White.

Ah, so you just believe all west Asians are white then. You would
necessarily also consider Turks, Arabs, Syrians, Lebanese, and a
good portion of north africans to be white as well then.

• Replies: @Kak, @Dr.Pepper
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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143. anonymouseperson says:

May 9, 2023 at 3:56 am GMT • 9.2 days ago   ↑
It was JEWS who screwed America and the west.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

144. Rumpelstiltskin says:
May 9, 2023 at 3:59 am GMT • 9.2 days ago   ↑
@anonymous
You sound like a termite yourself, you fucking wanker.

As if there can be any white future without white women.
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145. Vito Klein says:
May 9, 2023 at 4:01 am GMT • 9.2 days ago   ↑
@Gregg.....

Just like all the minority organizations, there needs to an organization specifically
for White people.

You mean like the KKK?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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146. Vito Klein says:

May 9, 2023 at 4:07 am GMT • 9.2 days ago   ↑
@Joe Paluka

They are always recruiting and looking for young boys to molest

That’s right, you ignorant fuck. So, what you are saying then is, but
for the good fortune of never having been “recruited,” you yourself
would be sucking a dick right now?

• Replies: @Joe Paluka
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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147. Kak says:
May 9, 2023 at 4:33 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
Autosomal dna shows ashkenaz and shepardic Jews overlap with
southern Italians and sicilians and not west asians or arabs. Just
google “PCA map Europe” if you don’t believe me. 81% of
Ashkenaz Jews have maternal European DNA.

https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms3543

If a Syrian knocks up a German woman the child would overlap
with an Italian. You would be correct in saying that the child is not
European because of his ydna (passed from father to son) if the
child were a boy, but if the child were a girl then would they not be
European since the maternal DNA is European?

• Replies: @Hulkamania
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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148. MarkLuk7 says:
May 9, 2023 at 5:17 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
One race is responsible for the vast majority of America’s woes.
One race. It is irrefutable and un-defendable. They did it with
careful premeditation and intention spanning decades. They
release their racial hatred upon us and we do nothing.

Jews have always used assassination to reach their goals.
 https://military-

history.fandom.com/wiki/List_of_Israeli_assassinations

When will gentiles return the favor. Imagine if all the Neocons
responsible for, “The War on Terror” suddenly all disappeared.

Think of all the evil machinations these cancerous turds were able
to plan and carryout over their lifetimes. Hundreds of thousands
killed because of the Ideology residing in their craniums. What
would our world have been like had they been simply erased in
their early stages of malignant growth. Think of the ripple effect
these scumbags have had. What if someone could have smashed
their craniums with a brick early in their careers. What a gift that
would have been to the world.

Why does the Gentile race not begin targeting and eliminating
those Jews who have harmed us the most. Why are they allowed
to live among us? Why do we allow them to openly carry out their
plans for our destruction. They publicly brag about their
accomplishments and we do nothing.

Do you think THIS Jewish cow would be in a Muslim Neighborhood
pushing her Jewish Multiculturalism???

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=MarkLuk7
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/G45WthPTo24

No —-they only target White European Christians because we do
not fight back. The Muslims would have waited for her in the
parking lot and slit her throat from ear to ear.

This is the level of fear and respect that needs to be instilled in the
Jews today. The Jews fear the Muslims because the Muslims have
the resolve to kill their enemies without mercy.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/uCodaoMt8XE

https://youtu.be/G45WthPTo24
https://youtu.be/uCodaoMt8XE
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This is what is odd to me. We White European Christians see the
destruction of our country, we know who is doing it and yet we do
nothing. We turn the other cheek.

And the long awaited pogroms never get the right Jews. The
International Jews use organizations like the FBI, the ADL and the
SPLC as barometers of the masses they are fleecing; as look outs
for any unrest among the masses.

By the time the pitchforks and torches come, the International
Jews are long gone.

I don’t know what it is going to take for the White Race to start
fighting back. Perhaps we never will.

• Thanks: Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

149. Dr.Pepper says:
May 9, 2023 at 5:44 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
Jews have considerabl Italian in them. Look it up.

Syrians aren’t 100% White. Every group you mentioned is semi-
White except pure Arabs. The Northern Arabs are generally closer
to Whites.

 Turks are closer to White Europeans with a small amount of East
Asian. Ancient Anatolians were likely similar to Greeks and that’s
the foundation of the Turkish race. Iranians are Middle Eastern
Whites.

• Replies: @Kak, @Hulkamania
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150. Dr.Pepper says:
May 9, 2023 at 6:09 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Dolan
With Jews it’s an identity problem, not a racial one. Jews are not
White because they don’t identify as White. Jews are a problem
but they are not “the problem”. Most the damage has been done.

Jews were the head of the snake years ago. Now Blacks ingrates,
traitor Whites, ect. have formed their own heads.

• Replies: @GeneralRipper
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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151. Hulkamania says:

May 9, 2023 at 6:09 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rumpelstiltskin
There will only be a future for whites without white females. The
only way whites will exist in the future is through the use of artificial
wombs, since white females refuse to have children in numbers
sufficient to maintain the population (and when they do have
children, they do their best to turn the kids into homosexuals and
trannies). After artificial wombs are put into use, white females will
simply stop being produced because they will be redundant and
because their continued existence is huge liability.

• Troll: Trinity
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152. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 9, 2023 at 9:40 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anon
Actually this si what Soviet leadership started doing in 60-70’s.
With predictable outcome. There is no socialism left. You cannot
mix honey with horse shit and expect something good from that.
The working Socialist modem built under Lenin and Stalin did not
have profit in it. The goal of the Soviet manufacturing was to
reduce manufacturing costs which was leading to rapid growth of
efficiency and innovations under Stalin and extremely rapid growth
surpassing that of China and without any investments form abroad.
This is just a small part of that system. To learn more there is good
lectures on youtube and there is a book which while not
mentioning real causes of those rapid developments = socialism
and plan economy, still tells a lot about what that model was.
“Crystal of growth”. BTW, under Stalin large percentage of the
Soviet economical output was produced by so called
cooperatives=/ artely. However, those arteli were only engaged in
personal labour by members without exploitation and hired labour
and without right to take out own stake if leaving the cooperative.
Land also could not be bought or sold but was given free for lets
say eternity as long a people were using it. Khrushchev destroyed
Stalin’s system within 7 short years cancelling all private enterprise
which accounted to 6-9% of Stalin model and produced most of the
goods for daily consumption. Then they brought in profitability
which is part of capitalistic economy.
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153. Joe Paluka says:
May 9, 2023 at 11:32 am GMT • 8.9 days ago   ↑
@Vito Klein
Sounds like I’ve struck a raw nerve, I’ve just got two questions of
you. Are you a restroom recruiter, or do you take advantage of the
meat once it’s been “converted”?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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154. Arminius1933 says: • Website

May 9, 2023 at 12:00 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago   ↑
@F4G
Jared Taylor solve problems? No way in hell. Jared Taylor doesn’t
even state((( THE BIGGEST PROBLEM))).

 In other words, guys like Jared Taylor are part of (((the problem))).

Occidentalobserver.net

Amfreeparty.us

Newnation.org

Cnionline.org

[MORE]
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155. Kak says:

May 9, 2023 at 12:15 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago   ↑
@Hulkamania
By the time artificial wombs are a thing, whites will already be
extinct in America.
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156. Kak says:
May 9, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr.Pepper
Please look at post 160. I’ve posted a source. 81% of ashkenaz
have maternal European DNA. They are Levantine-European
mutts. A lot of them actually love Russia. They hated Stalin
because Stalin was an ethnic Georgian that wanted to create his
own thing. Jews love Russia, Russians and filthy Russian culture.
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157. Realist says:

May 9, 2023 at 4:38 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Joe Paluka

The ones in the bottom picture are trannies.

You appear to be confused. My comment was to The Alarmist and
the three photos that he posted…not the photos from the article.

This photo of female South Dakota Army National Guard members
was taken in 2015; none are trannies.

https://www.army.mil/article/149384/women_soldiers_take_on_une
xpected_roles
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158. Hulkamania says:
May 9, 2023 at 7:23 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kak

Autosomal dna shows ashkenaz and shepardic Jews overlap with southern
Italians and sicilians and not west asians or arabs.

They overlap with neither southern Italians or west asians. They
are midway between the two groups, since they are a mix of the
two. There is a small overlap with Sicilians because Sicilians have
west asian admixture, but not as much as Ashkenazi Jews do.

81% of Ashkenaz Jews have maternal European DNA

Mitochondrial DNA is relatively unimportant in determining race.

• Replies: @Kak
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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159. Hulkamania says:

May 9, 2023 at 7:30 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago   ↑
@Dr.Pepper
So, it goes back to my original post. “Race is just skin color. Light
skinned mestizos and Ashkenazi Jews and Iranians and northern
Arabs and Turks are white.”
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160. GeneralRipper says:
May 9, 2023 at 9:32 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr.Pepper

Ever since Christ was lifted up on Mount Calvary, the world has been subjected
to two truly opposite forces: the Jewish force and the Christian.

In the world as it is, there can be only two truly basic modes, two poles of
attraction: the Christian and the Jewish. Only two religions: Christian and Jewish.
All that is not of Christ and for Christ is done in favour of Judaism. It
follows from that, that the de-Christianizing of the world runs parallel to its
Judaizing.

https://www.fisheaters.com/mysteryofthejewishpeople.html
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161. Kak says:

May 9, 2023 at 9:54 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@Hulkamania
Maternal DNA acts as a serial number. All mestizos are maternally
amerindian.
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162. ELF Nation says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:11 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RockaBoatus
How bout the JQ’s eunuch son, err daughter? The CQ —> no male
or female and no more race or ethnos (ie. nations) —> Galatians
3:28.

No Family, clan, tribe or nation (Luke 14:26 second witness
Matthew 10:37) to be replaced by a global “messianic” nationless
communistic “second coming” “lord” “man-god“ “dominion”…

 (see https://biblehub.com/greek/2962.htm with
https://biblehub.com/greek/1401.htm

 and Rev 19:15 with Psalm 2:8-9)

Nice poison pills of “doublethink”
 and cognitive dissonance …

Persist in the CQ apathy will kill the European man!
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163. Truth Vigilante says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:38 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Both Socialism/Marxism and Capitalism are tools for betterment of society.

Can you name one country (just ONE) that applied
Socialism/Marxism which resulted in betterment of their society (ie:
improved prosperity over the situation it inherited) ?

And don’t give me the examples of Sweden or Norway.
 In Sweden’s case, it built up an enormous reservoir of wealth in the

first half of the 20th century pursuing Capitalism (eg: staying
neutral in both wars, and profiting handsomely from trade with the
belligerents).

 And, needless to say, when it was a Capitalist country, it had one
of the highest per capita GDP’s in the world.

 Since embarking on the Socialist experiment around the 1960’s, it
has slid well down the list in terms of per capita GDP and,
recognising the failure of Socialism, successive Swedish
governments have unwound many of the policies in recent
decades that have been bleeding the country dry.

As for Norway, it practised socialism and had a cradle to grave
welfare state – and paid dearly for that. Norway was one of the
poorest countries in Europe for the first three quarters of last
century.

THEN, in the 1970’s, it discovered the ‘River of Riches’. ie: North
Sea Oil.

 Now, despite upping the ante in the last 50 years as far as Socialist
squandering of wealth is concerned, Norway’s oil revenue more
than compensated for the stupidity of Socialism.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Truth+Vigilante
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Bottom Line: Norway is doing well* today DESPITE the destruction of wealth
from Socialism.
(*When you have a torrent of oil revenue at your disposal and divide that among
a minuscule population of only 5.5 million, you can get away with some of the
most profligate behaviour imaginable and still end up rich).

 Absent the welfare state nonsense, Norway would be doing far, FAR better still.

Similarly, in the 130 or so years leading up to the creation of the Zio owned U.S
Federal Reserve, the U.S was the bastion of Capitalism on the planet, and had
as near to unfettered Free Market Capitalism as any country ever had in all of
recorded history.

 Needless to say, this resulted in a citizenry that was the most free and
prosperous on the planet.

With the expansion of Big Government, starting with the FDR administration, but
really expanding on steroids under the first Jewish President LBJ, Socialism took
root in the U.S and hence explains why the U.S is a Socialist Shit-hole today.

• Replies: @littlereddot
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164. Truth Vigilante says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:53 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
Sergey Goncharov writes:

Capitalism had stopped long time ago to resolve problems of its own making and
only creates more and more and it started having degenerative impact upon
everything form ecosystems to humans.

There is precious little Capitalism going on in the U.S right now.
What exists is Crony Corporatism, whereby there exists a merger
of Big Business and Government, that enacts
legislation/mandates/protectionist measures that ENTRENCH the
monopolies for the oligarchs to enrich themselves further still,
whilst preventing new entrants from competing for market share.

That situation is the OPPOSITE OF FREE MARKET CAPITALISM.

Sergey, I suggest you scroll up a little to my last comment made in
this thread and learn a few facts about Capitalism.

To really get you up to speed, click on the link below which will
direct you to a comment I made in a Larry Romanoff article last
year,where I gave the Marxist/Maoist Romanoff a lesson in what
Capitalism was really all about:

https://www.unz.com/lromanoff/the-fraudulent-matrix-of-us-
economic-statistics/#comment-5572740

(NOTE: Because Romanoff didn’t like the fact that I embarrassed
him in front of the readership and exposed his lack of economic
literacy, he ‘minimised’ the comment.

 To be able to read the comment in its entirety and watch the
accompanying video I attached, click the ‘Show Comment’ tab and
it will open up).

Enjoy.

• Agree: anarchyst
• Replies: @Сергей Гончаров
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165. Truth Vigilante says:
May 10, 2023 at 6:27 am GMT • 8.1 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Anymike

The Democrats have the right to win all very close elections. Two of them were
“stolen” from them in this century, 2000 and 2016, and they came perilously close
to losing another one in 2020.

No question, the 2000 election was stolen so that Dubya would
win.

 And I don’t disagree that there was tampering in the 2016 and
2020 elections – in the Democrats favour.

 That’s right, the 2020 election was undoubtedly stolen from Trump.
Only dyed-in-the-wool leftists believe otherwise*.

 (*FYI, I hate both parties with a passion and would be pleased to
see them both get flushed down a rat hole and replaced by a third
or fourth party that is not controlled by ZOG).

So, in the case of the 2016 election, I recall reading an article
stating there was considerable manipulation done in favour of HRC
in five (5) states. But Hillary was so on the nose with voters that,
despite the vote rigging, Trump still won in those states.

Do I really have to spell it out AnyMike ? We all saw the huge
rallies turning out for Trump across the country everywhere he
went. Meanwhile, at HRC rallies there were ….. tumbleweeds
blowing around, like in a deserted ghost town in the old west.

 Trump promised to sit down and talk with Putin and resolve their
differences. (HRC was calling Putin the next Hitler and said she’d
never negotiate).

 Trump promised (recorded on video), to ‘tell us who really did
9/11’, release the files relating to the JFK assassination, Build that
Wall (whilst getting the Mexicans to pay for it), and much more.

So many people were hopeful that, even if Trump only made good
on a quarter of his promises, that would be streets ahead of what
an HRC administration would do (seeing as the latter was saying
she’s do things that would increase the tensions with Russia which

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Truth+Vigilante
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could lead to nuclear armageddon).
So, in that context, how can any objective observer be surprised
that Trump won ?

Don’t tell me you’re one of those dimwits that believed the B.S
coming out of the Zio MSM, who were saying, in the weeks leading
up to the election, that HRC was 9 points ahead, then 12 pts
ahead and in the final week before voting, they claimed that HRC
was an over 90% certainty to win the election.

 Don’t tell me you fell for that Rachel Maddow/CNN orchestrated
propaganda.

Of course, as we now know, Trump turned out to be a fraud. He
was nothing but a ZOG sock puppet that delivered the entire
agenda of the Talmudic Zionists (and then some), during his failed
administration.

Nevertheless, there were still more than enough MAGAts that held
out that Trump would come good in his second term, that he just
picked a few bad apples in his cabinet who blocked his agenda,
and that he’d come good eventually after a cabinet reshuffle. So
they voted for him again in 2020.

 As bad as Trump was during his term, most voters still believed he
was a better option than demented, creepy (sniffing/fondling the
hair of prepubescent girls) Joe Biden.

AnyMike, do you really believe that more Americans voted for
Biden (by many millions), than any Dem Presidential candidate
before him, as is alleged for the 2020 vote count ? ie: that Biden
was more popular than ‘Hope and Change’ Obama in his 2008
campaign ?

 Are you that gullible to fall for that ?

SUMMARY: The 2000 election was stolen away from Al Bore.
The 2016 election was an attempted steal in favour of HRC but it didn’t work –
such was the contempt for HRC among voters.

 The 2020 election was clearly stolen from Trump.

• Replies: @Anymike, @anarchyst
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166. littlereddot says:

May 10, 2023 at 8:57 am GMT • 8.0 days ago   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Singapore uses a hybrid system – basically capitalist with socialist
elements.

 Per capita Nominal GDP terms, exceeds USA.
 In PPP terms, 2X that of USA

China uses a hybrid system – basically socialist with capitalist
elements.

 Per capita Nominal GDP terms, 2/3 USA.
 In PPP terms exceeds that of USA
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167. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 10, 2023 at 9:33 am GMT • 7.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
You ideal picture of pink unicorn of capitalism only exist as fairy
tale. Yes, once upon time capitalism was progressive compared to
feudalism. Just like feudalism was once upon time progressive
compared to slavery. But let’s be honest, the best time of
capitalism was when USSR and socialist block existed side by side
so that capitalists had to share with working class and give working
class part of what socialism was giving. You also should never
forget few simple things. There is capitalism in UK, USA, France
and Germany and there is capitalism in say Africa or Latin
America. Imperialism which is what capitalism had morphed into
100+ years ago was capable to improve living conditions of their
respective working classes by exploiting and stealing from colonies
and capitalistic countries of lower order. Hence we see how
desperately USA and the West is trying to preserve this system of
consumption beyond their means at the expense of others. USSR
and other socialist countries developed exactly form the countries
colonies and peripheral capitalistic countries which were poor from
the start. I wonder , do you believe that capitalism is the end and
there is nothing after it? If you did not notice but each subsequent
economic formation last less than previous and capitalism has
been around for some 400 years. Obviously that nothing stands
unchanged and things changed. Lenin wrote 100+ years ago his
work Imperialism as the latest stage of capitalism and everything
he wrote is here now. Yes, it is financial crony or whatever
capitalism and it is natural development of monopolistic capitalism
because when monopolies along with banks got to certain level of
wealth and concentration they naturally started influencing politics
and everything else. At the moment capitalism is incapable to
solve any issue caused by it very existence and workings and only
make these problems worse and it all influences society in a way
that nobody here likes. It is rot.

• Replies: @feeding baitfish, @Truth Vigilante
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168. feeding baitfish says:

May 10, 2023 at 9:57 am GMT • 7.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
Roatan Bill and his merry band of pirates want to sit in his south
american island and earn money on the resourses the
scandinavian population owns.

 He thinks he is just as entiteled to it as us who own it.
 And he thinks he can to that supported by laws who protect him

from us who would let him walk the plank.
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169. Truth Vigilante says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:08 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
OK, so what you’re saying is that you can’t name a single country
that adopted Socialism and increased its prosperity thereafter.

As for this factually incorrect statement of yours:

China uses a hybrid system – basically socialist with capitalist elements.

…. the fact is that China is overwhelmingly Capitalist in terms of
the wealth generating component of its economy is concerned.

 Yes, there are still some of the old guard Communist/Socialists
gumming up the works by insisting that the leadership continue
subsidising the SOE’s (State Owned Enterprises) which, as a
collective, are haemorrhaging red ink.

But said SOE’s are being streamlined, amalgamated and shut
down at a rapid rate, to minimise the burden on the productive
private sector.

Make no mistake, China’s economy is dynamic today because it
has abandoned socialism for the most part. One only has to look at
the Chairman Mao era for a glimpse of what a predominantly
socialist economy looks like.

Little Red Bot, you still have a 1970’s mindset about what China’s
economy is really like.

 China today is nothing like that socialist shit-hole of yesteryear.
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170. Truth Vigilante says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:33 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров

But let’s be honest, the best time of capitalism was when USSR and socialist
block existed side by side so that capitalists had to share with working class and
give working class part of what socialism was giving.

Oh, you mean that time I referenced to in the link contained within
my comment # 177 ? (Focus especially on the 9 min video I posted
there about the East German Trabant automobile).

So obviously you’re alluding to the Trabant and the Soviet made
Lada vehicles, which are what ‘socialism was giving the working
class’.

 If so, you can keep your Trabants and Ladas. We in the west can
do without that garbage.

 Western motor vehicles were light years ahead in technology,
reliability, better fuel economy, performance and handling etc.

When Capitalism functions in a free market, or very near to that
(with no barriers to prevent new entrants that will compete with
established players, and a competitive market exists), Capitalism
always outperforms and delivers a better quality product or service
at a lower price.

 There are no exceptions.

Go back to that link I posted in comment # 177 and read
thoroughly that comment from a Larry Romanoff article last year.
You’ll see that I made mention of several REAL WORLD examples
where Capitalism thoroughly trounces Socialism.

 At the end of the day, I could post another thousand such
examples. Because, other than in those situations were corrupt
governments provide a monopoly environment for the established
oligarchs (which of course is NOT Capitalism anyway), a free
market composed of private entrepreneurs will ALWAYS deliver a
better outcome for consumers than that which government
attempts to provide.
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• Replies: @Сергей Гончаров
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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171. littlereddot says:

May 10, 2023 at 1:45 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Sigh, I thought you would at least do base research before you
make a challenge.

China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China
became Socialist

 China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just
before Deng’s reforms

…. the fact is that China is overwhelmingly Capitalist in terms of the wealth
generating component of its economy is concerned.

It is apparent that in your mind:
 Market Mechanisms for Allocation of Goods and Services =

Capitalism

Do you refute this?

This is going to be fun. Please be prepared for a long drawn out
debate.

Little Red Bot, you still have a 1970’s mindset about what China’s economy is
really like.

 China today is nothing like that socialist shit-hole of yesteryear.

My dear, I have been to China many times. Unlike you, my
knowledge comes from sources beyond MSM articles and a few
random youtube videos.
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172. littlereddot says:
May 10, 2023 at 1:58 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
So that we do not lose track of the points to be made in the
upcoming debate. I have taken the liberty to begin assigning Item
Numbers.

Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and
increased its prosperity thereafter.

Item 2. LRD: In your (TV) mind, Market Mechanisms for Allocation
of Goods and Services = Capitalism

• Replies: @Truth Vigilante, @HdC
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173. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 10, 2023 at 2:55 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
shadowstats did not work, but after reading your comment now I
see where you are coming from. Consumerism. Basically you take
one example of consumption good and make it something like
overwhelming proof of capitalism superiority. I also wonder.
Imagine USA having some 40-50% of total housing assets razed to
the ground the way it was in the Soviet Union between 1941-1945.
No Marshall plan for you. Could you imagine similar performance
to the one shown by the Soviet Union with 20 million able body
men dead, 10 million invalids? I somehow doubt. Also, using car or
any other consumer good as the only thing worth using as a proof
is what you value the most. Because you were not ever in situation
where you would have valued roof above your head, free
education, medicine, guaranteed pension , guaranteed
employment, free clubs and sports for everyone and many many
things you would have to pay a fortune in the West. There is
different criteria in capitalism and socialism. Soviet model as I
stated under Stalin was not about profit but about reducing costs
and prices for population. As long as this system was intact things
were going great. The moment Khrushchev equalled communism
to pigs heaven of consumerism this was a dead end and with
destruction of the working economy built by Stalin things did not go
well. Have you checked Soviet Union economic growth till 1956
and later? It is an eye opener.
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174. Anthony Schneider says:
May 10, 2023 at 5:50 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
Identifying our current period as akin to the ‘Weimar Period’ might
be too optimistic. As that would imply a radical and swift change to
the system in the near future.

• Replies: @anointed, @anointed
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175. Dennis Dale says: • Website

May 10, 2023 at 5:52 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago   ↑
AmRen has served us well as a rocket stage. Now it’s spent. Time
to jettison so we aren’t weighed down.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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176. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 12:59 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 1,400 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров

Have you checked Soviet Union economic growth till 1956 and later? It is an eye
opener.

It’s very easy to achieve a high growth rate if you’re starting from
an infinitesimally low base.

 Very easy to increase you net worth by 100% in a year if you only
started with $1.

Sergei also writes:

Because you were not ever in situation where you would have valued roof above
your head, free education, medicine, guaranteed pension , guaranteed
employment, free clubs and sports for everyone and many many things you
would have to pay a fortune in the West.

A wise man once wrote:

‘ There is nothing more expensive than what Government provides
for free’.

When a product or service is provided by the private sector, a
particular entrepreneur will come up with a way of supplying said
product or service in an efficient way and reap outsized profits as a
result.

 Noticing the increase in market share of this entrepreneur (let’s call
him Henry Ford or Steve Jobs for the sake of argument), his
competitors will come up with a better mouse trap.
ie: something that is more innovative, has better technology, is
more reliable and priced lower.

[MORE]
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177. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:26 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Little Red Bot writes:

In your (TV) mind, Market Mechanisms for Allocation of Goods and Services =
Capitalism

It is not just in ‘my’ mind, this is the textbook definition of Free
Market Capitalism.

 The key word is ‘market’. In Capitalism consumers are free to shop
elsewhere in the market.

 If your present supplier of a particular product or service is
unsatisfactory, you go elsewhere.

 Not so under Socialism where there’s usually only one product on
offer of a particular type and supplied by the same source.

In Socialism meanwhile, we have a Command Economy, a
centralised mechanism for deciding how land, labour and capital
are allocated toward society’s needs.

 In Socialism we have incompetent Government bureaucrats
deciding how much wheat is grown (to make bread and pasta),
how much toilet paper is produced, what shampoo is made (often
only one variety is available, it has a rancid odour and is likely to
give you dandruff).

In Socialism the government owns the means of production. It
decides what is best for you.

 Consumer preferences are not taken into consideration. After all,
the consumers are a captive audience.

 If the consumers don’t like the crusty, less-than-tasty bread offered
by the government run bakeries, it’s not as though they can shop
elsewhere.

 There is no alternative. Hence no incentive for the government run
bakery to ensure that their bread is baked just right – not under or
overcooked.

 There is no quality control. If your loaf of bread contains the
occasional pubic hair well, that’s just tough luck.
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You can take comfort in the knowledge that you’re all equal under
Socialism. ie: everyone is equal, and everyone lives in squalor*.

(*The high ranking party members meanwhile, live the life of a
privileged elite. They live in plush housing in their little enclaves in
the far nicer part of town. They have access to all manner of luxury
western goods, infinitely better healthcare and schooling etc, that
the grovelling masses are not allowed access to.

 That is the REALITY of Socialism).
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178. anonymous[202] • Disclaimer says:

May 11, 2023 at 1:31 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Whites must collectively realize that jews are antithetical to healthy
societies because jews only wish to rob and denude the societies
of which they are a part. “Is it good for the jews?” is not acceptable
in a White society under institutional siege from jews. That’s why
decentralization is so vital, because our present federal
government is an overbearing colossus that serves zionist
supremacy inc. It’s also vital that Whites do as little as possible for
the current government and let it collapse upon itself. Until ZOG is
destroyed, we cannot start over. This could be done by taking
collective action, but it will take EVERYONE getting on-board. I
don’t know if that will happen.
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179. Anymike says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:40 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Hate to be a pest, but you unfortunately missed the sarcasm. I was
mocking the Democrats. Too many of them do believe that they
have a god-given right to win all very close elections, have a god-
given right to a permanent majority in Congress and a god-given
right to a majority on the Supreme Court.

When you lose, it’s one thing. It happens. When the natural order
fails, you flip out. You do anything to restore it. Find ballot boxes in
car trunks and under park benches. Switch ballots. Vote people
who have moved, died or don’t vote.

Who knows what the truth is about all of the very close national
elections in my lifetime. 1960, 2000, 2016, 2020. Maybe even 1976
was suspect.

My ultimate conspiracy theory is that 2016 was fixed – in favor of
Donald Trump. The idea here is that there was some reason why
Hillary Clinton could not be allowed to serve as president. Not any
of the usual things, but something very deep. What they did,
though, was fix it up to look closer than it was so that Trump would
be as weak and vulnerable as a president as it was possible to
make him. Maybe Trump won in 2016 by a much larger margin.
After all, what winner is going to ask for a recount or an
investigation?

The increase in the total vote cast in 2020 was extraordinary, a 16
percent increase over four years with both institutional parties
increasing their vote total considerably. There are questions.

• Thanks: Truth Vigilante
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180. anonymous[329] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:41 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rumpelstiltskin
Rumpelshitskin doesn’t get it.

White women are killing their own society. The sooner an
alternative can be found, the better it will be for White men and for
the survival of the White Race. Artificial wombs are the surrogates
we need. Rumpelshitskin doesn’t get it because he’s the “wanker”.
One more brain-dead limey, git, Aussie or UK wanker who doesn’t
get what’s going on, or who’s responsible.
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181. littlereddot says:

May 11, 2023 at 1:52 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Let us finish Item 1 before we get all confused with the others.

Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its
prosperity thereafter.

Where I replied

China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China became Socialist
 China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just before Deng’s

reforms

Do you agree that China under socialism improved its prosperity?

• Replies: @Truth Vigilante, @Truth Vigilante
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182. shandle481 says:

May 11, 2023 at 3:35 am GMT • 7.2 days ago   ↑
Jared, this may be your most outstanding column. Bravo.
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183. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:22 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Do you agree that China under socialism improved its prosperity?

No, I don’t agree that going from a $200 per capita GDP in 1949 to
$700 per capita GDP THIRTY YEARS LATER (ie: going from a diet
of eating cockroaches and insects to a diet consisting of rats and
other rodents – even though the latter is protein rich), is anything to
crow about.

Also, I would wager that a significant portion of the measly few
hundred dollar increase occurred in the handful of years post 1972.

 And the reasoning behind that is simple enough.

Nixon visited China in 1972 and there was an immediate thaw in
relations that enabled FOREIGN INVESTMENT.

 As a result, some western entrepreneurs with foresight got in on
the ground floor and invested in China, bringing in western
technology and setting up factories that supplied goods to the
west.

 Yes, the workers were still paid a pittance and said product
exported to the west was made at a fraction of the cost that it
would have been in the first world.

So, here’s my best guess. Chinese per capita GDP barely budged
from 1949 to 1972 and maybe went from $200 to $300.

 ie: $300 per capita GDP = $300 income for the WHOLE EFF’N
year, which translates to around $6 per week in wages or about
FIFTEEN CENTS HOURLY WAGES for a 40 hour work week.

So, some U.S corporation comes into China in 1972 or 1973 and
sets up their factory.

 To attract the best workers they offer the King’s ransom of 25 cents
per hour ( a 66% increase), and thus in one fell swoop the wages,
and therefore per capita GDP, rise precipitously.
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Bottom Line: Socialism is a FAILURE wherever it has been tried.

There have been NO EXCEPTIONS to that in all of recorded history.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
• Replies: @littlereddot
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184. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:45 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
“It’s very easy to achieve a high growth rate if you’re starting from
an infinitesimally low base.” This is not the case of the Soviet
Union in already 1941. By 1940 USSR already had second GDP in
the world after USA. We are talking about period starting 1945 and
till 1956. That was the case of developed large economy showing
extremely high growth rates under stress of USA sabotaging it. No
outside investments by the way. 20 million dead. 10 million
disabled by the war. No coffers full of gold like in USA case which
was untouched by the war. You completely miss the point. Those
rates of growth sent panic in Washington because it was clear
where those high growth rates were going. Fortunately for USA
Khrushchev did a good job of killing the hen which was laying
golden eggs. That’s why Churchill ,who definitely understood
things a lot better than you , stated that the honour for doing the
most damage to the Soviet Union should go to Khrushchev. Once
upon time you used to have clever people in the West which is not
the case anymore.

“A wise man once wrote:

‘ There is nothing more expensive than what Government provides
for free’.” I would put this “wise” man in situation of the Soviet
people in 1945, preferably with wise man lacking a leg or hand and
living in dugout and then I would listen to his outbursts of different
nature. This”wise” man is capitalistically wise, but the future doe
snot lay with capitalism which all developments obvious for wise
are here but for those who see nothing beyond capitalism,
capitalism is the end of the history. If capitalism were so
progressive now and such a good thing all of you would not be
sitting here day after day and posting posting about being angry or
unhappy about this or that and everything that is caused by the
said capitalism.
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“Noticing the increase in market share of this entrepreneur (let’s
call him Henry Ford or Steve Jobs for the sake of argument), his
competitors will come up with a better mouse trap.”

You know how many engineers and inventors of far higher level of
talent we had in the Soviet Union? Yakovlev, Tupolev, Mikoyan,
Korolev and many others. USSR was producing all of the planes
USSR used by the way… Not so capitalistic Russia. The difference
is that they were doing things for the people and not their own
pocket and that of investors. You simply do not hear about that.
Capitalistic literature only mentions those who made tons of
money.

By the way, I do not know of Trubant but Soviet made cars Lada
and Moskvich of 70-80’s a still running in very large numbers. You
would find such old cars in Northern America only as collectibles.
That’s pretty good quality. And fyi, Soviet cars were not any worse
than economic segment of Western or Japanese cars of the same
period.
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185. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:23 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Still on the topic of Socialism, those of you that are familiar with my
commentary will know that I’ve stated the obvious fact that the U.S
today has descended into becoming a socialist shit-hole.

 Hence the reason for the countless hundreds of thousands of
Americans living in tent cities, under freeway overpasses (not to
mention the copious quantities of human faeces in the streets of
San Francisco, Philadelphia and elsewhere).

What UR readers may not be aware of, is that socialism was tried
in the early days of white settlement in America – with predictable
results.

 Listen to the audio only podcast below from 14:40 – 23:30, as the
premier financial commentator in the world today, Peter Schiff,
explains what went on at the Plymouth colony in the years
immediately after the Mayflower reached the New World:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/2tacjX0r1Us
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SUMMARY: When socialism was implemented, half the colony STARVED TO
DEATH within a few years.

 The settlers immediately reverted to the tried and true Capitalism, and the colony
flourished spectacularly in no time at all.

Undeterred, and no matter how many times Socialism is proven to be a
disastrous experiment, the rabid Marxists keep trying to implement the same
thing that has had a 100% failure rate in the past.

 Some would call that the definition of insanity.
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186. littlereddot says:

May 11, 2023 at 11:19 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
You challenged:

Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its
prosperity thereafter.

I replied:

China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China became Socialist
 China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just before Deng’s

reforms

You replied:

is anything to crow about.

That is not what you challenged.

Are you now attempting to shift the goalposts?

Did China increase its prosperity after Socialism, Yes or No ?
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187. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:56 am GMT • 6.8 days ago • 900 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
Sergei, judging from your response, I have a feeling that you only
read a small portion of my comment # 189.

 When a comment is quite long, Ron Unz reduces its size by only
featuring the first part of the comment, and the symbol ‘[MORE]’
appears in place of the rest of the comment.

 If you wish to read the remainder of the comment, you need to
click onto the [MORE] tag and it will appear.

[MORE]
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188. littlereddot says:

May 11, 2023 at 12:22 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
No sense in attempting other topics till we address Item 1
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189. RoatanBill says:

May 11, 2023 at 12:27 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago   ↑
@feeding baitfish
I read your drivel twice and there’s no rational idea in it.
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190. geokat62 says:
May 11, 2023 at 12:58 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Remember this video?

Joe Biden — An Unrelenting Stream of Immigration: Nonstop,
Nonstop

Well, when Biden was Vice President to President Barack Obama
he advocated for an “unrelenting stream of immigration” into
America. While many are aware of Biden’s statement, very few
realize who was seated next to him as he uttered those heinous
remarks. It was none other than Alejandro Mayorkas (Sephardic
Jew), who was at that time serving as the Director of Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS) and Deputy Homeland Security
Secretary in the Obama Administration.

It should be remembered that Mayorkas swore an oath to “support
and defend the Constitution of the United States against all
enemies, foreign and domestic.”

With his recent actions, he has violated his oath and should be
tried for treason…

Mayorkas Pledges Even More ‘Pathways’ into US for Migrants
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191. littlereddot says:

May 11, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@geokat62
The USA is the only country I have ever traveled to that does not
check your passport upon leaving the country. It is evident that
there is a policy of purposefully not accounting for the numbers of
illegals and over stayers in the country. And this has been going on
for decades.

All this rounding up of illegals and deporting them….its is just for
show.
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192. Mark Weatherly says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:23 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I think each race must have its own country, however, if whites
decided to separate themselves from other races, the Federal
Government would try to stop it, through force, if a peaceful
solution becomes problematic. The main motivation of an attack on
us, is because the US couldn’t exist without the white man’s tax-
money. It would crumble into veritable chaos, and killing. I think the
other races would realize this, especially blacks as they are
dependent on white money. It has been prophesized by a man
living in Switzerland, who proclaims there will be three Civil Wars,
and the US will be divided into five or six territories, in the future.
Do you read my transmission?
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193. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:30 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Are you now attempting to shift the goalposts?

Did China increase its prosperity after Socialism, Yes or No ?

Let me answer it that question with another analogy.
 U.S GDP per capita increased every decade in the last 50 years.

But I recall seeing a poll of Americans where a majority said it was
likely that their children WOULD BE THE FIRST GENERATION (of
Americans) WHOSE CHILDREN WOULD HAVE A LOWER
STANDING OF LIVING THAN THEIR PARENTS.

We have record numbers of Americans living in tent cities, under
freeway overpasses or defecating on the streets.

Simply put, FOR MOST AMERICANS THEIR PROSPERITY HAS DECREASED.

To the extent that GDP per capita may have increased ON
AVERAGE, is due to:

1) a disproportionate share of the spoils having gone to the Zio
oligarchs.

 2) The U.S GDP figures (like the figures for employment, rate of
inflation), are Zio manipulated B.S that’s designed to make
America look more prosperous than it really is.
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SUMMARY: The U.S is a FAILED STATE and most Americans are demonstrably
worse off than they were pre-2008 GFC.

Similarly, the Chinese were likely NO BETTER OFF in 1972 (just prior to Nixon’s
visit) than they were in 1949.

 Even though their wages may have been higher in 1972 in NOMINAL TERMS,
the Chinese citizenry may have had LESS PURCHASING POWER with that
higher wage due to inflation/higher energy prices/higher fees (?)/government
sales taxes (?) imposed by the Chinese regime to fund government.

 So, not knowing what sales taxes and/or cost of living charges were imposed by
Mao’s regime in the 1949-1972 period, I can’t definitively say just how much
worse off the Chinese were at that time.

 In other words, the per capita GDP figures alone do not tell the whole story.

Nor can we be certain that the Chinese per capita GDP figures are any more
honest than those from the U.S, which we know FOR CERTAIN are bogus.

Now, in relation to the period 1972-1978, a six year period when
foreign investment poured into the country and Chinese exports to
the west increased as low priced goods could be manufactured
with the technology imported from the west through this foreign
investment, then YES, this did increase wages and thus per capita
GDP.

Absent this foreign investment (ie: funds that were the surplus
created by Capitalism), Chinese per capita GDP may not have
risen at all.

There is your question answered. ie: CAPITALISM was
responsible for the bulk of the increase in Chinese GDP in the
aftermath of Nixon’s visit in 1972.

 As for any alleged prosperity in the 1949-1972 Socialist period, it’s
possible that China actually went BACKWARDS.

• Replies: @littlereddot
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194. anointed says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:03 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago   ↑
@Anthony Schneider
Indubitably and why:: https://www.unz.com/jtaylor/how-to-solve-all-
our-problems/#comment-5954325
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195. littlereddot says:

May 11, 2023 at 2:04 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Why the obfuscation?

The Question is simple one. It only needs a yes or no answer.
 Did China increase its prosperity after Socialism, Yes or No ?

You challenged:

Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its
prosperity thereafter.

I replied:

China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China became Socialist
 China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just before Deng’s

reforms

You replied:

is anything to crow about.

You obfuscate:

Let me answer it that question with another analogy….
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196. anointed says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:07 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago   ↑
@Anthony Schneider
Indubitably… https://www.unz.com/jtaylor/how-to-solve-all-our-
problems/#comment-5954325

CQ apathy = why I don’t care as I’m going to the Jewish messiah’s
heaven!! … we ‘Merican’s may already be there!!::
https://web.archive.org/web/20190809113313/https://www.nobelief
s.com/heaven.htm
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197. HdC says:

May 11, 2023 at 2:29 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
“…Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and
increased its prosperity thereafter…”

Easy, the answer is Germany with the NSDAP government.

This worked to well that the entire capitalist and communist world
felt threatened by the NS achievements and combined forces to
destroy this alternative system of economic and social
organization.
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198. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:57 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
The only portion of your post I would agree with you is this
:”Meanwhile, people like me, who could easily afford a new car
every few years, have never bought a new vehicle in their lives.
I’ve always purchase second hand cars, thus enabling me to have
a surplus that could be invested and saved for a rainy day.”

The rest I would not even go into discussing as we speak different
languages, have different core value and come from different
backgrounds. You delirium about socialists and socialism is truly
hilarious.

 The problem is you know not what socialism is and see socialism
where there is none.

Meanwhile after reading this:”And that occurred because there is
PRECIOUS LITTLE CAPITALISM going on in the U.S today.

 America today is a Socialist Shit-hole. ” I would definitely this that it
is you who need to have your head examined because it is exactly
capitalism in USA despite you knot liking how it turned and there is
nothing of socialism in USA. You are speaking as someone who
has no clue as to how it was but let’s say, no one would have time
in the Soviet Union to sit idle and write all kinds of nonsense when
it is time to work. One that doe snot work should not eat was the
principle hence no welfare and no unemployment benefits existed
in the Soviet Union or other socialist states. Those who would not
work for a month or two would receive visit from local
militia9socilist police) department asking for explanation and those
idle would get some time behind the bars learning useful trade and
making contribution to common wealth.

Regarding trubant. We did not have it on our roads. But lets say
that this car Lada 08 still running now and being older than
Corollas of say 1990s of which I see few running was made in
1984 was not much different from say Mazda 323 or Corolla 1990
which I owed.
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As wise man said truth is not coming from argument especially
between people holding completely opposite views and coming
form such different backgrounds.
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199. littlereddot says:

May 11, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@HdC
Buuuuuuut, TV will claim that since Germany then used market
mechanisms, they have to be Capitalist…we will get to that claim…
if we ever get that far.

So far he still refuses to acknowledge that China increased its
prosperity between 1949 and 1978.

Honesty it seems is in short supply these days.
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200. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:25 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
I asked a simple question. ie: Name a single country that adopted
Socialism and increased its prosperity thereafter.

And you are yet demonstrate a single country that had improved
prosperity after adopting Socialism.

 Why are you obfuscating ?
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201. Truth Vigilante says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:25 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Little Red Bot, let me enlighten you a little about GDP and whether
or not its actually related to prosperity.

 If the GDP of a country increases because of expenditure on the
MATERIAL/PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT in the lives of the
populace, then yes it can be a useful metric to use in assessing
improved prosperity.

So, take the case of the U.S. It’s GDP (if we’re to believe the less
than reliable figures from the USG), are going up every year.

 Now, as we know, the U.S manufacturing base has been gutted
over the last few decades and America manufactures very little.

 But, as the world’s largest arms exporter, it certainly exports
overpriced weapons of deaths which it forces/intimidates its
European and Five Eyes vassals to purchase.

 One such item it manufactures is the Lockheed Martin F35 stealth
multirole combat aircraft.

This lemon (many are dropping from the sky, are constantly in
need of maintenance and not operational for much of the time, and
whose performance is less than Russian equivalents that cost a
fraction of the price), over the period of its useful service life, is
projected to be the most expensive single weapons programme in
history, coming in at well over $1 trillion.

So, that adds over $ 1 trillion to GDP. But it adds NOTHING TO
THE WELL BEING OF ORDINARY AMERICANS.

 The profits from said weapons programme go to the Zio owned
Defence contractor Lockheed Martin.

 Money spent on healthcare, education, housing and infrastructure,
increased farm output etc, are items that increase GDP whilst
simultaneously improving the prosperity of the citizenry.

So now, let’s turn our attention to China.
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You claim that China had a per capita GDP of $200 in 1949 and
that it went up a few hundred dollars over the next few decades.

 Well then, let’s see what happened in the two decades that
followed that may have contributed to increased GDP.

 In 1950 the Korean War begins and the Nth Koreans are in
headlong retreat as they’re forced into a narrow corridor along the
Chinese border.

 So the Chinese intervene and send Chinese troops to come to the
aid of their communist brothers.

 In conjunction with that, no doubt a massive number of young
Chinese men are conscripted and what little there is of the
manufacturing sector in China is converted to manufacturing
weapons.

Under licence from the Russians, the Chinese now start
manufacturing AK-47’s, artillery pieces, mortars, grenades, tanks
etc.

All of these things massively increase GDP, but simultaneously REDUCE
PROSPERITY for the Chinese citizenry, as young men that were previously
working in the agricultural sector and contributing to increasing farm output, are
now fighting on the frontlines.

Similarly, those men and women that were working in the textile industry to
produce warm clothes for the cold winters, or the doctors and nurses that were
treating Chinese civilians, are now diverted to the armaments industries (in the
case of the former), or conscripted into the military (in the case of the doctors and
nurses, who are now working in military hospitals on hundreds of thousands of
Chinese boys who have lost a limb or been disfigured, as the Chinese suffer
horrific casualty rates).

Let’s jump ahead to the 1960’s and take a peek at something
China did that would have massively increased GDP, while
simultaneously subtracting expenditure from areas that would have
improved the well being of the Chinese citizenry.

 (Let me give you a clue: The U.S did the equivalent in WWII and it
was called the Manhattan Project).
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The Manhattan project ended up employing nearly 130,000 people
and absorbed an OBSCENE AMOUNT OF MONEY (that greatly
increased GDP), as the U.S sought to be the first cab off the rank
in getting the A-bomb.

Well, guess what. China too got the Atomic Bomb in the mid 60’s
and this necessitated expenditure of colossal sums of money that
the Chinese could ill afford – I guess it explains the millions that
perished during the Cultural Revolution.

 With no need to feed said millions, this freed up funds to spend on
weapons of death.

Bottom Line: In both cases (the financing of the Korean War and China’s nuclear
arsenal), huge sums of money were DIVERTED FROM EXPENDITURES THAT
WOULD HAVE INCREASED THE PROSPERITY OF THE CHINESE
CITIZENRY, and instead were spent on weapons of death.

So Little Red Bot, what can’t you understand about that ?
 Clearly prosperity DECREASED for the average Chinese citizen

during that period under Socialism.
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202. littlereddot says:
May 11, 2023 at 5:28 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Ah, now you try disingenuity instead.

You challenged:

Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its
prosperity thereafter.

I replied:

China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China became Socialist
 China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just before Deng’s

reforms

You replied:

is anything to crow about.

You obfuscate:

Let me answer it that question with another analogy….

You become disingenuous instead:

And you are yet demonstrate a single country that had improved prosperity after
adopting Socialism.

 Why are you obfuscating ?

and

let me enlighten you a little about GDP and whether or not its actually related to
prosperity.

You can’t be serious.
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203. Truth Vigilante says:
May 12, 2023 at 3:45 am GMT • 6.2 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@HdC

name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its prosperity ….

Easy, the answer is Germany with the NSDAP government.

I get it that NSDAP stands for Nationalsozialistische Deutsche
Arbeiterpartei and that therefore the ‘S’ was meant to designate
Socialism.

But let’s understand how that nomenclature was adopted in the
immediate aftermath of WWI.

 Straight after the Great War, there was a communist uprising in
Germany which attempted to seize control of government.

 It was a close run thing but was eventually put down by the
paramilitary Freikorps.

At the end of the day, there was a feeling amongst workers and
returned servicemen, that the oligarchs of Germany (which were
disproportionately Jewish), had sold out Germany.

 So when the Nazi Party was formed, it had to appeal to the
working class – hence the need to include the words Sozialistische
and Arebeiter (the last word meaning ‘worker’), so as to get those
on board that were leaning towards Marxism.

But, as the acronym USSR implies, the second ‘S’ stands for
Socialism.

 And REAL Socialism (as opposed to the heavily diluted formats
existing in some Scandinavian countries – which are not really
socialist at all since private ownership is allowed and a market
economy exists, for the most part), means State Ownership of the
Means of Production.

 ie: no private businesses, no ownership of private property, no
ownership of anything of substance (like a car) unless you’d been
a good boy and prostrated yourself to the party and demonstrated
obsequious loyalty, in which case they’d throw some crumbs your
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way*.
(*Even then, you’d have to wait 7-10 years in a queue for your car
to arrive. Scroll up to the video I posted in comment # 200 and see
the god-awful car that you were likely to get).

Simply put, REAL Socialism is effectively Klaus Scwab’s mantra of:
‘ You will have nothing and be happy’.

 (*Except for the ‘happy’ part – seeing as the actual outcome was
widespread misery).

You will live in a little dog box of a drab Soviet style monstrosity of
an apartment, and you will toil in a dead end job, like in a factory,
for subsistence wages.

 Meanwhile the party big wigs lived in lavish houses in upmarket
enclaves, and had all the material conveniences that one would
want.

Contrast that to Germany under Hitler in the 1930’s. Private
ownership thrived. If you worked hard and lived prudently, you
could accumulate quite a nest egg.

 Germany was only ‘socialist’ in the sense that the state directed
the Big Industries to focus their output on production of armaments
(and redirection of resources), for the coming Zio orchestrated war
that they knew would be foisted on them.

SUMMARY: Third Reich Germany was NOT Socialist, for the most part.
 It was all about encouraging private industry (Krupp armaments works, Blohm &

Voss [manufacturer of numerous U-boats], IG Farben [who produced Zyklon B to
be used in the work camps to delouse the inmates clothes] etc), to work toward a
common goal to ensure Germany’s security.

German workers got to keep the bulk of their earnings and were this incentivised
to work hard.

 Those that were more productive and lived prudently, enabling them to save a
surplus, were able to accumulate private possessions ( a house, a car, perhaps
even an investment property etc), which would not have been possible in a
genuine Socialist regime.

• Agree: anarchyst
• Replies: @anarchyst
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204. littlereddot says:

May 12, 2023 at 4:11 am GMT • 6.2 days ago   ↑
@HdC
Yes, my prediction came true. Indeed he says the NSDAP was not
socialist because it used market mechanisms.

He seems to equate Socialism = Command Economy

which are not really socialist at all since private ownership is allowed and a
market economy exists

He is effectively saying “only black cats are real cats. Cats of any
other color are not really cats”.

He should change his moniker to Confused Vigilante
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205. Truth Vigilante says:
May 12, 2023 at 4:40 am GMT • 6.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров

But lets say that this car Lada 08 still running now …… was not much different
from say Mazda 323 or Corolla 1990 which I owed.

Your comments confirm to me that you’re not a car enthusiast and
you’re unable to distinguish the differences in quality/reliability/fuel
economy between a Japanese car and the comparable Soviet car
of that era which superficially, may look similar to the offerings from
the west.

Soviet made cars were notorious for sub standard build quality. ie:
Body panels out of alignment, oil leaks and rattles and all manner
of other issues.

The photo you have in your comment is the Lada Samara VAZ-
2108, produced from 1984-2013.

 These were equipped with engines ranging from 1.1 to 1.6 litre
capacity, with power outputs of betwee 40kW-55kW, or
thereabouts.

 They were 2 valve per cylinder SOHC low tech slugs.
 Now, while Lada did produce a literal handful of high powered race

and rally cars (like the Samara S-Proto with 261kW that was raced
in the 1990 Paris-Dakar Rally), these vehicles were not available to
the public (and would have cost ten or twenty times as much in any
case, seeing as they were race prepared vehicles that bore no
resemblance to the street versions).

Meanwhile, seeing as you mention that your Lada’s were
comparable to say a Mazda 323 or a Toyota Corolla, you’re of
course referring to the BASE MODEL 323’s and Corolla’s that you
drove.

Of course many Mazda and Toyota owners did not opt for the base
model. The Mazda 323 for example (called the Mazda Familia in
Japan), could be purchased in the early 90’s with a 1.8 litre DOHC
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intercooled and turbocharged engine putting out 154kw. (refer to
below to the specs):

1992–1993 – 1.8 L (1,839 cc) BPD, FI, 16-valve DOHC, turbo, 210
PS (154 kW) / 255 N⋅m (188 lb⋅ft) (Familia GT-R & GT-Ae)

I know this because I owned one of these myself. It had approx
triple the horsepower of the Soviet Lada offerings.

In addition to that, all of the Japanese cars of this period came
standard with power steering, air conditioning and a range of other
features, whilst most Lada’s would not.

 Similarly for the Corolla, there were a lot of engine variants and
specs that were available that would run rings around anything that
Lada offered.

SUMMARY: The Japanese cars were a world away from the Soviet offering in
terms of quality, technology, reliability, handling and performance.

If you’re not aware of this Sergei, and evidently you aren’t, you have much to
learn.
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206. anarchyst says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:56 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
You are correct. Germany recovered from the great depression
(without having to start a war) much faster than the rest of the
world.

 It was the monetization of productive physical labor that propelled
Germany to prosperity. Germany did not have any appreciable
amount of precious metals or reserve currency, and few natural
resources other than water and abundant coal reserves.

 Physical labor is the primary source of all economic value, not
what some Talmudic gnome sitting on his pile of gold and
silver claims it to be. 

 A true national economy must exist to serve the people, not the
other way around.

 No truly sovereign nation would let its citizens starve or suffer
degradation and debt slavery simply to appease the lurking market
worshiping demons.

 The German people were under no imperative whatsoever to
starve or turn back to those Wiemar Republic days when Berlin
was the cheap sex capital of Europe and women were often forced
to prostitute themselves for a cup of sugar or a piece of bread.

 Hitler’s great crime (other than having lost the war) was that the
National Socialist economic policies worked so well. This no doubt
horrified the usurious overlords of Wall Street and the City of
London, and enraged FDR , whose so called “New Deal” had been
totally ineffective at dealing with the depression in the US.

 Even today, labor is looked upon as a liability, to be marginalized at
all cost, the stockholders being the only group that counts.

 Henry Ford is a prime example of the way true capitalism is
supposed to work…

 Henry Ford CREATED a market which had not existed when he
paid his employees $5.00 per day when the average wage of the
day was around $1.25 per day as well as establishing the 8-hour
work day. His premise was not entirely altruistic as assembly line
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work was monotonous; a way had to be found to retain employees,
as well. Of course, the wall street types and the banksters howled
that Ford’s wage rates would destroy capitalism (as they knew it-
those at the top reap all of the benefits while the proles are forced
to live on a bare subsistence wage, due to the machinations of
those at the top). 

 Guess what??
 The OPPOSITE happened. Henry Ford knew one of the basic

tenets of a truly free, capitalistic society, that a well-paid work force
would be able to participate and contribute to a strong economy,
unlike what is taught in business schools to this day-that wages
must be kept to a bare minimum and that the stockholder is king.
Our free trade politicians have assisted the greedy wall street
types and banksters in depressing wages on the promise of cheap
foreign labor and products. There has not been a real wage (value
of labor) increase since 1970.

• Agree: HdC, Brad Anbro
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207. anarchyst says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:04 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
This is just my “take” on the 2020 election which was stolen from
Trump.

 When it comes to the jews, Trump DID “give them what ((they))
wanted”. This was all by design as Trump has always been a “deal
maker”. Trump KNOWS what jews are like as he has been
dealing with them all of his life.

 Trump was going to “drop the hammer” on the jews during his
second term until the election was stolen from him (us). The jews
could not “kennedy” Trump as he was smart enough to have his
own security detail interspersed with the secret service. There
would have been no way to effect an assassination.

 You would have seen the “Palestinian” issues resolved as well as
the elimination of the “Bantustan system” for Palestinians as there
would have been many (illegal) jewish settlements declared “null
and void”. Yes, there would have been much “wailing and gnashing
of teeth” by the jews, but that too would have subsided in time.

 The future will tell whether Trump’s influence on the jews was
helpful or merely a “smokescreen”.

 It is my humble opinion that the jews wanted Trump out of office
because, as jews always do, did not want to be required to fulfill
“their end of the deal”.
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208. Truth Vigilante says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:44 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Little Red Bot writes:

He seems to equate Socialism = Command Economy

Not all Command Economies are necessarily Socialist.

But ALL SOCIALIST ECONOMIES are COMMAND ECONOMIES.

How could it be otherwise ? A genuine Socialist economy (like the
Soviet Union), was one where the state owned the means of
production.

 The Centralised Command structure (the Politburo) issued the Five
year plans and dictated what resources would go where.

 The Soviet citizenry had no input in those decisions. That is a
Command Economy.

That you don’t know this is demonstrable proof that you’re one
ignorant little Chinaman. (You are Singaporean and, with all the
gushing praise of Lee Kuan Yew, I’m guessing you’re one of his
kind*).

(*It also explains why you started sulking in previous exchanges I
had with you in UR, where I reminded you that the Singaporean
hotties preferred real men – like the Aussies, who knew how to
look after a woman … [wink, wink], rather than put up with not-so-
well-endowed and sexually awkward Chinamen like yourself).
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209. littlereddot says:
May 12, 2023 at 2:12 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
I will leave post 221 to be answered at a later time.

Now back to Item 1 … YOUR VERY OWN CHALLENGE TO
ME……which you now insist on skirting around and obfuscating.

In your post 214, you deny that GDP is an indicator of prosperity.

let me enlighten you a little about GDP and whether or not its actually related to
prosperity.

but in your Post 176, you clearly use GDP as an indicator of
prosperity. I append it below for your easy reference.

Can you name one country (just ONE) that applied Socialism/Marxism which
resulted in betterment of their society (ie: improved prosperity over the situation it
inherited) ?

And don’t give me the examples of Sweden or Norway.
In Sweden’s case, it built up an enormous reservoir of wealth in the first half of
the 20th century pursuing Capitalism (eg: staying neutral in both wars, and
profiting handsomely from trade with the belligerents).
And, needless to say, when it was a Capitalist country, it had one of the highest
per capita GDP’s in the world.

 Since embarking on the Socialist experiment around the 1960’s, it has slid well
down the list in terms of per capita GDP and, recognising the failure of Socialism,
successive Swedish governments have unwound many of the policies in recent
decades that have been bleeding the country dry.

You are clearly using a double standard, a total 180 degree about
face…..because you are confronted with solid proof that you are
wrong and yet do not have the gumption to admit it.

History:

You challenged:

Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its
prosperity thereafter.

I replied:
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China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China became Socialist
China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just before Deng’s
reforms

You replied:

is anything to crow about.

You obfuscate:

Let me answer it that question with another analogy….

You become disingenuous instead:

And you are yet demonstrate a single country that had improved prosperity after
adopting Socialism.

 Why are you obfuscating ?

and

let me enlighten you a little about GDP and whether or not its actually related to
prosperity.

At least have the moral fibre to admit you were wrong in Item 1, so
that we can now debate about Item 2.
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210. Truth Vigilante says:
May 12, 2023 at 3:47 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago • 500 Words   ↑

At least have the moral fibre to admit you were wrong in Item 1, so that we can
now debate about Item 2.

Oh dear, it’s come down to moral fibre now.

At the end of the day, I asked you to name JUST ONE COUNTRY
[in all of human history] that managed to achieve prosperity from
Socialism.

You came up with some GDP per capita figures, which we have no
way of knowing are right or not.

 But, for the sake of argument, let’s just say they’re right.

The 1949 GDP per capita figure for China you posted is $200. ie:
that translates to a weekly wage of $4, or 10 cents per hour (if we
assume a 40 hour week – although more likely to have been a 48-
50 hours week).

In 1978 you claimed the per capita GDP was a few hundred dollars
per year higher.

Simply put: Whether a Chinese worker is earning 10 cents an hour
in 1949, or 30 cents per hour in the late 70’s (a time of runaway
inflation throughout the ENTIRE WORLD, when the cost of living
was much higher than in the late 1940’s), it makes no practical
difference.

SUMMARY: In BOTH cases said Chinese worker was living in ABJECT
SQUALOR and there is no metric than can be utilised to suggest that THERE
WAS ANY PROSPERITY WHATSOEVER in 1978 compared to 1949.

Fast forward a few decades after 1978, after China had FULLY
EMBRACED CAPITALISM, and the situation is reversed.

 By this time the average Chinese citizen had been the beneficiary
of genuine prosperity.
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So Mr Red Bot, why don’t you show some moral fibre and admit
that YOU CANNOT FIND A SINGLE EXAMPLE OF A COUNTRY
[in all of human history] THAT ACHIEVED PROSPERITY
THROUGH SOCIALISM ?

As for the trustworthiness of GDP figures, in the case of the U.S
they are demonstrably wrong – and may well be wrong in the case
of the figures you furnished for China in 1949 and 1978 (seeing as
you may have sourced them from a less than reliable venue).

In the case of the GDP/GDP per capita figures for Norway, I would
tend to think they are more reliable, as the Scandinavian countries
are not noted for their dishonesty on these statistics.

One thing is for certain, we do know that Norway today has a
Sovereign Wealth Fund with well in excess of $1 trillion in it – not a
bad achievement for a nation of only 5.5 million, so we can pretty
safely assume that their per capita is among the world’s best as
claimed.

So no double standards here.

In a nutshell, the GDP figures are sometimes reliable and
sometimes not.

 If you wish to be sceptical across the board and assume that ALL
GDP figures from all countries are bogus, then be my guest.

All I can tell you, and all OBJECTIVE data confirms this (without
factoring in GDP figures), is that the average Chinese citizen was
DIRT POOR in 1978, just as they had been in 1949, hence ….

NO OBSERVABLE PROSPERITY FOR THE CHINESE UNDER SOCIALISM
during that ENTIRE period.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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211. Brad Anbro says:
May 12, 2023 at 10:17 pm GMT • 5.4 days ago • 800 Words   ↑
This post is coming from an (almost) 72-year-old retired industrial
electrician. I have read through the posts and I do not find anyone
proposing any solution(s) to the problems besetting our country,
the United States. Having been gainfully employed for 40+ years, I
have witnessed a few things in my day.

 The changes that I have witnessed have been immense and from
my perspective of being a “blue collar worker,” NONE of the
changes have been beneficial. NONE.

I have done a fair amount of studying U.S. and world history – the
REAL history, not the history that I was taught in school. It seems
to me that the majority of our problems started with the advent of
the Federal Reserve and the implementation of the personal
income tax. After that, the non-stop wars that our country has been
engaged in, ones that we had absolutely no business being in.

It also seems to me that with the advent of the unions in the 1920s
and 1930s, the “playing field” began to somewhat be levelled for
the average working person here in the USA. Yes, I know that I will
incur the wrath of the anti-union people here, but I do not care. If it
was not for the unions, we would still be having children in the
labor force, we would be working 60 and 72 hours per week, there
would be no over-time or paid vacation, no sick leave, no type of
profit sharing systems and none of the other so-called “fringe
benefits that we (some) enjoy.

People here seem to be in a heated argument about “socialism”
vs. “capitalism” and for anyone wishing to learn how the real world
works would do well to read a book by Ha-Joon Chang, Ph.D. His
book is titled “23 Things They Don’t Tell You About Capitalism” and
he spells out EXACTLY how the real world actually works. His
writing is very easy to understand. I have read the book and
everything that he writes makes perfect sense to me.
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I have said this many times before, but I will say it again. The
United States has gone from being the country with the most
perfect political system in the world to being one that has one of
the worst “systems.” We (meaning the 1/10 of the 1%) have
squandered our assets and have gone from being the industrial
powerhouse of the world, the largest exporter of USEFUL products
to being the world’s largest importer and holding the world’s largest
amount of DEBT.

We now have the record of having the largest prison population in
the world. The personal and corporate bankruptcies are off the
charts, as well as the number of homeless people that we have.
The 1/10 of the 1% continue to get richer, while the American
Middle Class is being destroyed. If there is anything here in the
USA that is actually improving, I sure as Hell do not know what it
is.

From my perspective, ALL of the problems affecting the American
people are planned. There is a lot of “money” to be made by trying
to “solve” these problems. But the Powers That Be do not want
them solved; they are making too much “money” from the
problems and it is to their benefit that the problems do not get
solved. There is no shortage of intelligent people or technology
with which to solve the problems. The problems are all man-made
and Americans could solve them, if only given the chance.

Also, as I have said this many times before, EVERYTHING that
happens here in the USA and throughout the so-called “civilized
world” is either the result of a conspiracy, or a scam, or a
combination of the two. NOTHING is as it seems. Absolutely
NOTHING.

I do not look for any of our politicians to actually try to improve
things here in the USA. They are part of the “system” and they are
getting rich(er) from it. Why would they want to kill the goose that is
laying the golden eggs (for them)?
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There is NO political “party” here in the USA that speaks for ME.
The “libertarians” seem to have the most reasonable beliefs, but I
have yet to hear a Libertarian propose how their “system” would
protect the people from the fraudulent banks and the corporations.
If there is a Libertarian out there who could explain this to me, I
would very much appreciate it.

If I had my way, we would have a smaller HONEST government
and reasonable & meaningful regulations to go along with it. And,
we would have strong, HONEST unions, to act as a “check” on
corporate behavior towards their labor force.

Thank you.

• Thanks: Truth Vigilante
• Replies: @anarchyst, @peterAUS
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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212. anarchyst says:
May 13, 2023 at 1:37 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro
You are correct in stating that most things do not happen by
“accident” and are planned at the highest levels of both
governments and corporations.

 We are living under a “corporatocracy” where multinational and
national corporations both propose and write the legislation that
benefits ((them)), the politicians then “rubber stamp”, passing
“laws” that we are expected to obey. Of course, contributions to
political figures is “part of the deal”. Almost every American
politician enters office as a near pauper and within one or two
terms becomes a wealthy millionaire.

 This has been going on for a very long time and is not a recent
development, although such corporate influence has increased
greatly over time.

 There has not been a real wage (wealth) increase for the average
person since 1970.

 Corporate leaders, those who sit on corporate boards are the only
ones who award themselves massive benefits and cash even if
they run their corporations into the ground–golden parachutes.
They are the “problem”, being similar to the actions and greed of
the 19th-century “robber barons” who enjoyed lavish livestyles
while not giving a damn about their workers.

 Unions in the USA are too fragmented to have any real effect on
corporate power.

 Although unions presently in the USA leave something to be
desired (at least in my experience) they could be useful in
consolidating real power if they banded together, linking like
industries, such as the case in European countries.

 European unions wield much power as they are able to link
together when striking, shutting down entire industries and even
public infrastructures.

 Successful labor unions should eschew ALL present-day political
power linked to one political party (democRATs), and should create
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and become a powerful political party in their own right. There is
strength in numbers.

 This one move would do more to give labor a true voice than our
present fragmented union structure.

 What do you think? I await your intelligent response.
 Best regards,

• Replies: @Brad Anbro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
213. peterAUS says:

May 13, 2023 at 2:06 am GMT • 5.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro

…I do not find anyone proposing any solution(s) to the problems besetting our
country, the United States….

Because there is no solution for your layer of social strata. The
people in power do have a good solution for themselves, of course.
Same is everywhere in the developed world.

Why is that, several theories. Even if we all agree on one wouldn’t
make any difference. And you’ll never get people here to agree on
anything like that. Same everwhyere.

 And, even more importantly, there is a quite a gap between
knowing what and why is something happening and be able to do
anything about it.

What you could do is try your best to mimimize the damage
coming your way. Maybe you’ll be both good and lucky enough.
Maybe you won’t.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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214. littlereddot says:
May 13, 2023 at 2:27 am GMT • 5.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Oh dear, it’s come down to moral fibre now.

Absolutely. Trust is the basis for all human interactions.

You challenged me to do one thing, and I trusting that I would get a
honest response, replied to your challenge with data.

Now upon receiving my data, you refuse to reciprocate with an
honest response. How can we have any basis for continuing the
rest of the debate?

Don’t you want me to understand that Socialism = Command
Economy? Or are you afraid that you are unable to prove your
statement and are therefore using delaying tactics?

History:

You challenged:

#176
 Item 1. TV: name a single country that adopted Socialism and increased its

prosperity thereafter.

I replied:

#184
 China 1949 GDP Per Capita $200 (in 1990 USD) When China became Socialist

 China 1978 GDP Per Capita $700 (in 1990 USD) This was just before Deng’s
reforms

You replied:

#196
 is anything to crow about.

You obfuscate:

#206
 Let me answer it that question with another analogy….

You become disingenuous instead:
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#213
And you are yet demonstrate a single country that had improved prosperity after
adopting Socialism.

 Why are you obfuscating ?

and

#214
 let me enlighten you a little about GDP and whether or not its actually related to

prosperity.

You refuse to answer honestly, and deflect by:

#223
 Oh dear, it’s come down to moral fibre now.

C’mon, man up and say that my data proves that China has
progressed with Socialism, even if it is just a tiny bit…..then we can
move on to much meatier matters.

• Replies: @HdC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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215. HdC says:
May 13, 2023 at 4:56 am GMT • 5.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Let’s face it, almost nobody in Europe, or the English speaking
world, will ever admit that the NS government in Germany knew a
thing or two about organizing an economy.

This NS government appeared to work so well that the left and
right governments of the entire world had to make common cause
to destroy it in case their own people wised up to the fact that they
were being screwed over.

Almost 80 years later we still hear the derogatory Naaazi spewed
forth should anyone dare to illustrate the achievements of that NS
government.

• Agree: littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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216. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 13, 2023 at 10:59 am GMT • 4.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
I shall be brief. You are trying to measure USSR and socialism
from your capitalistic points of view measuring according to your
own values. Which is consumer based. I am coming from different
background and I am not consumer and value different things.
What however is undeniable that capitalism is successfully turning
people into pigs who cannot see beyond this consumer bubble.
That was one of the huge list of mistakes mistake by Khrushchev
who not only destroyed true socialist economy but also
concentrated competition to narrow consumers oriented race.
Soviet goods were made to satisfy our needs and it was mad eon
our factories providing good paying jobs and it did not matter that
Japanese did something better or we did something better this is
not the point. These Ladas and even older are still running and no
Toyota of that period are on the road. Period. That’s reliability, ease
of maintenance and durability for you . This whole consumerism
and concentration on it and constant struggle by you to continue
being parasite on the world back leads us to wars, degradation and
inability to really progress as a species and move forward. You
have nothing to offer but a little bit better version to be sold while
keep complaining about how human material is degrading. Yes, it
is degrading exactly because capitalism had stopped working long
time ago and the goals of capitalism are money money money. You
have turned the whole humanity into the bunch of pigs only looking
for pleasure and next nice toys. I feel complete disgust of what
capitalism is. It is also slavery that makes people think they are
free while in fact forced to constantly sell themselves of the
masters to be able to pay for shelter and food and their toys.

 BTW:
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We made it all.

And this was underniably better than Shuttle.

https://media.makler.md/production/an/original/000/045/865/000045865748.jpg
https://odessa.net.ua/storage/upload/news/big/db20d5f0ee8d9b6a6dca80edf6d61eeb.jpg
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217. Brad Anbro says:
May 13, 2023 at 11:58 am GMT • 4.8 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@anarchyst
Thank you very much for the detailed reply. Everything that you
say makes perfect sense to me and there is not anything in your
reply with which I disagree.

Being a former union member (United Auto Workers Journeyman
Electrician), it breaks my heart to see what that union has become.
The United Auto Workers (UAW) union was certainly not like that
when Walter Reuther was president of that union and his brothers
were actively involved in it. But “they” killed Walter Reuther,
because they knew that he was completely honest and
incorruptible.

I have done a lot of research on the unions in this country,
especially the UAW and the Teamsters; I have also done a lot of
studying on the American labor situation in general. Walter Reuther
was (is) one of my heroes, as was (is) James Hoffa. Neither one of
them lived an ostentatious lifestyle and both of them would be
willing to do any of the work that their union members did.

I find myself powerless to do anything to effect any meaningful
change here in my country, the United States. I will no longer vote
in any national or state elections. Fortunately, here in northeast
Tennessee, we have very good county government and they seem
to do a good job of “taking care of business.” I do not know about
the county or the state police.

As for how I conduct my affairs, I bank at a local credit union and I
avoid debt as much as possible. I no longer am a participant in the
national casino, known as the stock market. I try to buy the bulk of
my groceries at a locally owned and operated grocery store. The
prices are a little more than those at Walmart, but the service is so
much better and they pay their employees a fair wage, as well as
taking an active part in the community.
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Also, with my hobby of amateur radio (ham radio), I am continually
in contact with hams in foreign countries and I try my best to be a
“good-will ambassador” for my country. Speaking of ham radio,
three years ago, I spent three weeks in Sweden, the land of my
forbears. I stayed with a Swedish ham that I have known for almost
40 years. The people there treated me like some kind of royalty.
When it came time to come back to the USA, I did not want to
come back here to the land of the barbarians. But I did and now I
just try to make the best of things.

Being almost 72 years old now, I do not see ANYTHING ever
getting better during the rest of my life. I only see things getting
worse…much worse. I think that the USA is too far gone “to save”
and I think that the only thing which will effect real change would
be another revolution. But I am afraid if this were to happen, the
resulting government would be as bad, or worse, than what we
have now.

Thank you.

• Replies: @Achmed E. Newman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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218. peterAUS says:
May 13, 2023 at 6:55 pm GMT • 4.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

…I find myself powerless to do anything to effect any meaningful change here in
my country….

I do not see ANYTHING ever getting better during the rest of my life. I only see
things getting worse…much worse. …. I think that the only thing which will effect
real change would be another revolution.

Yep.

But I am afraid if this were to happen, the resulting government would be as bad,
or worse, than what we have now.

Not necessarily but, irellevant for practical purpose.

Practially, one CAN create his/her own bubble within the Clown
World and live decently within in. Requires effort and a bit of luck
but it’s quite doable.

 You, apparently, are already doing it. All good.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

219. Bo Bo says:
May 13, 2023 at 7:22 pm GMT • 4.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“How to solve all our problems?”

For me, it is easy. Listen to (and follow) national or world problem
solutions presented by four individuals: Ron Unz, Paul Craig
Roberts, Ron Paul, and Ann Coulter. I am sure there are others
who are good too, I just can’t think of everyone. However, the four I
have listed work for me.
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220. Flatch Club says:
May 13, 2023 at 7:44 pm GMT • 4.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
USians *back* tyrants; they don’t stand up to them. Saudi Arabia
is only 1 example among many. And “making the world safe for
democracy” is the us empire propaganda line; in truth, the USers
continue to create a v. unsafe world. But do agree that this
nonsense is in their commercial interests (esp. The war
corporations) and serves to advance us empire power, wh/is the
real agenda here, and always has been.

Some years ago, the UN did a poll on whom the world’s nations
regarded as the greatest threat to world peace. 198 of them (give
or take) said the US, and the US and Israel said Iran.

The American people remain bad jokes, and this is, as George
Carlin famously said, the gene pool from which our leaders come.

shudder to think of a Trump presidency, despite the fact that abt
half the country loves him. The only thing that makes me shudder
more violently is nuclear holocaust. Trumpi won’t deliver that;
Schmiden might. He’s a war mongering doofus who is
mechanically following “generations of US foreign policy
orthodoxy.” No possibility that that orthodoxy has been a costly
error? And that review and revision might be a better path, at this
point? No, let’s just keep our heads tucked in our rear ends, and
proceed accordingly.

 usa, usa.

• Agree: HdC
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221. Achmed E. Newman says: • Website
May 14, 2023 at 11:02 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro
I agree with your assessment of the historical politics, Mr. Anbro,
with your Libertarian and Constitutionalist bent. Yes, Amendment
XVI and the Volstead Act allowed the US Gov’t to become the
Feral Beast it is today.

However, maybe it’s because you live in the Tri-Cities(?) are in NE
Tennessee, but you had no mention of the many ills caused
directly by Black! dysfunction and it’s enablers. Not only that, but
over half a century of the million yearly (much more now) of
immigration of very-foreign not-easy-to-assimilate foreigners has
given us a very disunited population.

Not only is this becoming the Tower of Babel, but it’s not like the
types of people being imported are of a Libertarian and/or
Constitutionalist bent like you or I, Brad. Put it this way, Reason
magazine may be all for open borders, but not one in 1,000 of the
newcomers they want in will be new subscribers to Reason
magazine. That’s not the way to spread Libertarianism to help
reverse the ills!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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222. Achmed E. Newman says: • Website

May 14, 2023 at 11:05 am GMT • 3.9 days ago   ↑
@Flatch Club
“USians” is an asinine term, but let me say that Americans ≠ the
Potomac Regime. It’s not like we Americans have a say one what
The Regime does.
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223. HdC says:
May 14, 2023 at 7:39 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
I do not support unbridled capitalism but, capitalism does give the
individual choices. Further, capitalism has done much to improve
the standard of living for most people.

It also gave people the choice to become or resist being a slave to
their wishes, with the result that many chose the former, and
became wage slaves as a result.

Unfortunately many -most?- people are unable to make good
decisions where money is concerned, and pay the price for their
ignorance.

I happen to firmly believe that the ability to make personal choices,
within the context of civilized society of course, is the way towards
a happy and fulfilling life. But the decisions necessary to achieve
this need to be based on sound information.

Uncontrolled impulse purchases are definitely the path to poverty
in old age.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman, Truth Vigilante
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224. Norm6 says:
May 14, 2023 at 9:29 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Linked Ecological Futures Of America And China

 When one country’s desert forms another’s rain, then one’s dream
is another’s peril.

https://www.noemamag.com/the-linked-ecological-futures-of-
america-and-china/

Sort of reminds one that the evils and others America creates and
USians put out in the world are contrapositional and obverse to it.
We exist as a holism and it seems the US empire will beat its head
against the wall til it breaks open before it ever recognizes that..

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

225. Norm6 says:
May 14, 2023 at 9:32 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago   ↑
@Achmed E. Newman
Vast majority of USians want what the us empire offers. It’s
consensual not coerced. Manufactured consent by war mongering,
capitalistic lovin’ hustler /huckster populace.

Consensual sex, not ‘rape’. 98.7% USians were and are morons.

The wool is Not being pulled over the USians eyes, the wool Is
their eyes—Morris Berman, why america Failed.
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226. Corporate lackey says:
May 14, 2023 at 9:46 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago   ↑
@HdC
USers get the “opportunity” to have no health care system and pay
6000$ per month for the same medicine that’s 550$ elsewhere
(then, that cost is paid by govt ~ 80-100%—not for USer bombs,
drones, amissiles and bases).

Lots of options-opportunities for poverty and little workers rights
“thanks” to the very unique US empire employment at whim-will
doctrine.

It’s a sht hole, fake “nation” that is a business enterprise
masquerading as a “country”.
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227. Corporate lackey says:

May 14, 2023 at 9:59 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
100% correctamundo.

Most USers will be triggered bc their “life” is empty—ontologically,
spiritually, and intellectually.
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228. Achmed E. Newman says: • Website
May 15, 2023 at 12:47 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Norm6
Sorry, but you don’t live here, obviously, so you are simply wrong.
Don’t believe that the people you see on the TV are representative
of Americans. Most American do not like 90% of what the Potomac
Regime stands for and the actions it takes.

Would you have been calling all the Russian people out for the
actions of the Kremlin in the Soviet Union during their Communist
era? They had no say in the matter.

Americans may yet stand up to the Regime. We’ll see.
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229. Hulkamania says:

May 15, 2023 at 1:28 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
USSR was ahead in many areas of technology. Unfortunately, they
were behind in one key area, which was microchips (but the USSR
did have some very interesting analog computation and other
weird stuff like ternary computing that are actually being looked
into now for further development in future computer technology).
And, also unfortunately, microchips were the technology that the
USSR needed most, since it would have fixed the few problems of
socialist production that existed at the time. Marxist computer
scientist Paul Cockshott has shown this. The problems with
socialist production, such as the alleged “calculation problem” have
been solved now for a while, but just a little too late for the USSR.
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230. Tyrone's Bassoon says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:19 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Achmed E. Newman
How’s that gonna happen mr newmans? The us spends what
800,000,000,000+ for war de jour and you and your “gun” and your
revolting and resisting is gonna stop em? They’ll just use a drone
on that mobile house and or apartment in shit town usa.

and yes, we all call em USians and – or USers. American is a
generic term for all Americans–in North and South, hence, ewhen
we talk abt USers and or USians, we mean those that live in the
shit hole called the US empire.

It’s over amigo. Hustlers, hucksters, and war mongering
imperialistic, capitalistic bastards. The USers WANT what the US
empire offers. It ‘s very obvious, you still believe in some Chris
Hedgian and chumpsky revolting, resisting, rising up, nonsense
against those “govt crooks” .

Good luck with dat. Why America Failed by Morris Berman may
help you understand USIAN reality amigo.
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231. Tyrone's Bassoon says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:25 am GMT • 3.0 days ago   ↑
@Achmed E. Newman
What’s a “commie tag?” Is that like an anti USer imperialistic,
capitalistic emptiness tag? Maybe those pilipinos (us colony
vassal) can weigh in since they love the failed us empire more than
you do amigo. Psy ops, delusions, denials, and deceptions with
some filler corn dogs and corn syrup apple pie. Very USIAN.

Who are you gonna “fight”?! The US empire OWNS you. THey
control your money. The IRS, FINCEN, etc The military will drop a
tax payer/lackey drone on ya, other “accident”, etc.. and have the
full backing of millions of usian lackies ready to fight you for a
“college” scholarshit and US govt pensions.

They know where their bread is buttered amigo. What’s there to
“fight”. The best strategy is to leave-emigrate amigo. It’s over bro.
No revolting, no Hedgian resisting, no letter writing, or hang
wringing rhetoric. Emigrate. Let the USians enjoy their shitty vile
place. A garbage dump of flunkies, lackies, and imbeciles who
gleefully want what the us empire is offering

When you’re empty amigo, the us is all ya got. And it’s sad. The
place is really, sad. Ivan Illyvich by Tolstoy, may help you amigo. Or
copy cat, Death of A (USer) Salesman by Miller.
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232. Achmed E. Newman says: • Website
May 15, 2023 at 11:51 am GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Tyrone's Bassoon

The best strategy is to leave-emigrate amigo.

That’s indeed very tempting. However, we’re sticking. It’s not over.
It’ll probably take separation, with America having different borders
from the Potomac Regime.

It’s no certainty, I’ll admit, but some of us will take care of the
problem. Others don’t have what it takes and will flee. Also, I’m not
your amigo.
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233. c matt says:

May 15, 2023 at 6:49 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@onebornfree
Have to agree with @anon – this is a bad faith argument. JT’s
point regarding individualism is that Whites do not act as a
collective as other races do. The people that the government
pushes together are not Whites to act as a collective for the
Whites’ benefit, but rather it exploits Whites lack of collective action
as Whites to push other races on them. Hardly contradictory – the
former is an unfortunate state of affairs for Whites in the current
ZOG controlled USA, the latter is the execrable use by the ZOG of
the USA of this unfortunate weakness to eradicate Whites. Not the
first time onebornfree has posted in bad faith here.
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234. Truth Vigilante says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:53 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@HdC

As I wrote above, I am not in favour of unbridled capitalism.

WHY do you think that ?

After all, when America had as near to ‘unbridled’ Free Market
Capitalism as any nation has experienced in human history (ie: the
130 or so years leading up to the formation of the Federal Reserve
in 1913), it represented the most dynamic period of growth and
prosperity, the lowest period of inflation*, in the history of the U.S.

 (*In fact, since the U.S was on a sound money system, none other
then the Classical Gold Standard, there was deflation during the
19th century. In other words, a dollar in 1900 had MORE
purchasing power than a dollar did in 1800.

 And this was achieved despite the fact that workers earned far
more in nominal terms in 1900 than they did 100 years before. ie: a
total win/win situation).

More importantly, it represented the period of the ‘Great
Meritocracy’, whereby anyone who worked hard and wasn’t
profligate, could escape their lower class status and progress to
the middle and upper classes.

 It enabled social mobility like no other period in the entire history of
the western world.

Then, as the 20th century progressed, the era of bigger and bigger
Big Government was the norm. And all the while Capitalism was
throttled to such an extent that the U.S became what it is today. ie:
a socialist shit-hole that will soon descend into the abyss of an
inflationary depression.

So HdC, why wouldn’t you want to go back to the era when
America (and indeed the entire western world), prospered like in
no other period ?
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Today in the west we live in the era of something resembling
Unbridled Socialism – and we’re paying the consequences for
having opted for this foolishness.
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